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Campaian antics! More photes. pa~8.

By Catherine Adams
I

The recent student government
election bas caused some controversey because of certain issues
which students feel that the Dean of.
Studentsoffice bas not recognized.
Some of these problems consist of
the cost of the elections, publicity
for candidates, and low voter turnout.
Dr. Florence Siegel, Assistant to
Dean of Students, said that '~dec
tions should be student run in terms
of publicity for elections and getting students interested in the elections. If this office were to suddenly do everything related to the election, we would be accused of running the student elections and trying
to influence the student elections.
That is not our role. It is supposed
to be a student run election. We try
to offer assistance where we can,
wesbollld-oYmlee. them{electiens)
so that everyone conformsto col, lege aBd-tmiver-sity -peIicy; also te
.the policy of the student's constitution, but its not our job to get out
publicity for student elections."
Siegel said that it is hard to get
students. to serve on election committees because they may be working, they may be graduate students
or evening students, and as a result,

Segall Denies Permission
To Minority Alumni Assoc.
By Pamela D. Smith
During a meeting held April 4,
President Joel Segall denied The
Black _ and Hispanic Alumni
Association Ad-Hoc committee
permission to establish a second
alumni association within the college.
President Segall told committee
representatives Robert Hernandez,
Joe Sellman, Natalie Lashley and
Brian Giff that he would not sup;>
port their efforts to form a separate
o
alumni organization because . it
would Upromote racial strife" and
Presidea~ Joel Segall
"\inileeded. competition between
two alumni associations."
As reported-in the, December 20
. President ·SegaU1atet· said in an .. -iss_lle"'8f·-11Ie·_~;4he-oommittee
interview that "Baruch College had hopes of-establishing an alumni
does not distinguish between black,
organization that addressed" the
Hispanic and other students. We needs of minority stuents. Many o~
mainstream our students and I
the committee members feel that
don't believe there should be more the present association has no apthan one alumni association serving
peal to black and Hispanic students
the college."
Continued on Page 5
-

Draft Registration Proof
Not Required For Aid
FUTURE mNGES ON u.s. COURT CASE
By Ivan Cintron
A law linking financial aid
eligibility with Selective Service
registration has been suspended
because of a preliminary injunction
filed in Minnesota. As a result,
students at Baruch will not have to
provide proof of registration to
"receive financial aid.
.'><s;
The United States District Court
Assistant to the Dea~ of Stu~ents
in
Minnesota issued the injunction,
Florence Siqel
which prohibits the Department of
there is not. enough done to
Education and the Military Selecpublicize the elections. She said,
tive Service system from enforcing
"We had -yeal} where there were the law, which was to become effecstudents really running against each
tive July 1, 1983.
other, whether there were two parLouis Sandberg, Baruch's Assisties, or a lot of students running for
tant Director of Financial Aid, said
office, there was a real contest.
his office would not be collecting
Well naturally they were handing
proof of registration. He said that
out flyers on the corners near the
CUNY agrees with theInjunction,
buildings. But now there have been and- added, "we feelthe law was
.so few contested positions that
not protecting the students from
there isn't much activity. I think
self-incrimination. "
there is general apathy. Now our
Students may have noticed this
year's
CUNY Student Aid Form
Continued on Page 5

\

has listed as a requirement proof of
registration with the Sel ive Service. Sandberg says it was 1 eluded
because his office did not k w if
the law would be blocked, and says
students should "disregard it. ,,,
Sandberg contends the law,
"puts pressure on a select group of
students," and adds that a student
with financial need is put in
"greater jeopardy," of losing
eligibility if he has not registered
for the Selective Service, He also
questioned the purpose of the law,
asking, "Why should. the colleges
do the government's work?"
Although the 1983-1984 award
year will be unaffected, Sandberg
says if the law is not overturned by
next year, it could affect the
1984-1985 award year; "By then,
we'll have had plenty of time to .set
up new procedures," Sandberg explained, to tum down applicants
who might be ineligible. -:
The suit was filed by the Minnesota Public Interest Group,
Continued on Page 5 .

USA Retains Control of Council

try to fulfill some of them." Santana is unsure of his role in governDay Session Student Govern- ment next year but said he is willing
ment (DSSG) elections held on May· to help if the new government asks
3 and 4 attracted only: 1,207' for his assistance, Unneland said
students to the polls. This that "the people found more in
represents about 14 percent of the
day session students.
Although
student
turnout .....
was low it was not unusual according to Dr. Ron Aaron, Associate
Dean of Students, who said, "The
turnout wasn't lower than usual for
an election with no fee referendum
on the ballot." This was confirmed
by employees of the Honest Ballot
Association which was hired to run
the elections. One employee said
that "the light turnout here is
typical of most schools we go to."
Denise White, a sophomore majoring in special education, captured the DSSG presidency as a
candidate on the USA line. White's common with Denise than with me
540 votes edged out Marcos Sanand as a result she was elected. I
tana, an independent candidate,
wish her well in her endeavors as
with 449 votjs and Edmund Un- president."
ueland, [he aBC party candidate,
'The next session of DSSG counwirh 9S votes; ..135 ,.0J the students -eil .·wiII.: be- dominated by-the USA_H ,.
woo voted idid not vote for any party which took' 17 of the '19 seats
presidential candidate.
in the election. Po Sit, a lower diviAfter the election White thanked sion candidate who received 375
those who had supported her and votes' will be chairperson of the
. said, "I'm .excited about winning council. The position of chairperand look forward to a most produc- son is given to the council candidate
tive year. With the support of peo- who has the most votes.
ple in council we'll be able to acOther DSSG officers elected incomplish more than in the past."
clude Jennifer Payne (USA) for
White will succeed current DSSG treasurer with 633 votes. Payne
president Sal Cheda, who is beat BBC candidate Richard Gunn
graduating in June. Cheda said his who received 224 votes. The unopexperience in student government posed USA candidates for secretary
was
"a- terrific
learning and senator, Helen Lewis and
experience," and added, "student Wayne Francis, received 746 votes
government- is
great way to and 737 votes, respectively.
enhance your education."
The upper division of council will
White said that she is looking be composed of Jeffery Abraham,
for
d to working with her ex- Patrick Beach, Elaine Cataletto,
e tive vice president, Sidney Trevor Edwards, Arnalda Falcon,
hillips.' hillips, who ran unop- Frederick Kress, and Rodwin Watposed, rec ived 759 votes. Some of son, all of the ·USA party. Two
White's pla
for the fall include BBC
candidates,
Richard
starting a dayce-nter and the Buckwalterand Fred Guatelli were
coordination of tutoring efforts at , also elected.
Baruch. She also plans to continue
All slots on the lower council
the DSSG newsletter to inform went to the USA party and the fo...u r
students of developments in BBC candidates were unsuccessful.
government.
Lower council win be Rich AkuetAfter the election, Santana said, tey, Randolph Baird, Barry Giar"I feel that the programs I had raputo, Garfield Hall, Rejeame
were good, realistic ones. I hope Linley. Joseph Sewell, Po Sit, Enza
that Denise will consider some of Veltri, Neil Weiss and Theresa
the- goals I had on my platform and Wright.
By Steven Appenzeller
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The Party We Need
Student government elections point to the failure of a one party system. A turnout of only
14 percent of the eligible voters is more than student apathy. It indicates the voter's frustration at having no viable choice at the polls. Students are resigned to having the leading parties candidates elected year after year.
.
Although there were two parties participating in this year's election, only one, USA, is an
established organization.. In this election, as in the past, other parties sprung up but they
were unable to field full slates of candidates or last long enough to become established. "It's
time for another full fledged party at Baruch.
Having a two party system is crucial to one of the fundamental tenets of democracy - the
loyal opposition. .The concept of loyal opposition is to ensure that people with opposing
points of view to the party in power have input in the government. Although criticism is
made, the basic concept 'of government is upheld by all sides.
«
What is often perceived as infighting in government is usually the signs of a functioning
government. Divergent points of view arelhealthy in government because the people the
government represents are not a monolithic group.
Dr. Ron Aaron, Associate Dean of Students, was quoted in the Reporter as saying that
previously "there was a two party split that didn't only exist at election time, but continued throughout the year that destroyed all the things that the student was trying to do.
That hasn't happened in the past two years." We feel tfiat this is the wrong attitude towards
student government. Other political entities, past and present, with no two party system include the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany. Those may be examples of efficiently run governments, but no further comment is necessary about what those governments do.
An efficient government is not the same as a democratic, fair and honest government.
While we are not equating student government with the aforementioned totalitarian governments, we feel that student government could be improved with additional input. A viable
second party might just provide that input.

The Circus W e Don't
,

The Ms. Baruch competition was a circus - an arena for sexism, racism, and the rudeness
which Baruch student audiences have become famous for.
~
Seven female students were subjected to the teases, taunts, and laughter of their peers.
During the swim suit contest, contestants who the audience thought were not appealing were
hissed and booed. Those that were deemed "attractive," were cheered and whi-stled at. This
all according to a male dominated society's standard of beauty, which women have been
measured by for too long.
.
The talent contest would have been a valid one if the two students who attempted to play
Beethoven on the piano were not booed and silenced bya cadence of handclapping. '
When Lisa Lilokas, a white student, was chosen as the winner, students screamed,
"bullshit! bullshit!" It seems another criteria for winning the Ms. Baruch title 1.~ that one
should be either black or Hispanic. LiIokas has said that the audience made her feel had
about winning [See Story on page 16] ~ No wonder.
Why Ms. Baruch is an annual event is mind boggling. It serves little purpose. No student
should be exploited in such a manner. Why the Day Session Student government sponsors
the competition, and the Baruch community finds it permissible are questions which need
answers. Until then, no trophies should be given.

•••

Last week the registrar informed us that the person serving as our sports editor is not a
matriculated student , day or evening, at Baruch College.
He' was immediately relieved of his responsibilities.
This is a newspaper for, by and of the students of Baruch. And no one else.
We apologize to our fellow students for this abuse of trust by one dishonest individual.
.

~

Reconstitute!
cises independent powers) performs his duties without consultation, or
without the decision-making proThe constitution of the Day Ses- cess being in the open. One good
sion Student Government will be thing about a legislature is that it is
undergoing revision during the next resistant to change, reflecting the
academic year, if we can believe the
natural conservatism of the people.
platform of the "United Students (For an explanation of this concept,
for 'Action." The following prin- see Edmund Burke. Suffice it to say
that the' people are suspicious of
ciples should guide that revision.
There should be an assembly, something new coming from a
composed of'13 students elected at government, or any other taxlarge by the day session students.
levying body. Consider the last atThis assembly should be the organ tempt at revising the constitution of
of government that takes' the Day Session Student Government).
precedence over all others of the
ossa, inasmuch as its members
While the current executive strucreceive their mandates from the ture is flawed, there is still a need
people who pay the fees that allow for a person to be in 'charge of a
the government to exist. This staff that would implement
precedence should be based on a
legislative policies. The best way to
provision such as: The assembly do this, while preserving legislative
shall be vested with all powers of supremacy, is to establish the office
this government no! delegated to of administrator-general of the Day
another officer or body.
Session Student Government. This
The range of jurisdiction granted person would be appointed through
by this clause would be too much procedures established for the
for the assembly to reasonably han- ~nactment of ordinances, and
dle, therefore: The assembly shall would be removable in theisame
have power to delegate its powers manner. (In many ways, this would
and responsibilities to other of- resemble the process for the apficers or bodies ofthis government.
pointrnent and' removal of city
This would allow for a greater managers. Many cit ies have
amount of flexibility in the work- adopted the "city manager" system
ings of the government, handy for of municipal government: appointunforseeable contingencies which
ment, at pleasure, by a city's
cannot be covered in the constitu- legislature of a person to manage
the executive agencies of that city.)
tion.
The assembly would be checked
This administrator-general
by a house of representatives com- 'Would put together a management
posed of six students, (three team which would implement the
selected by and from the majors in policies of the legislature. The core
the School of Business and Public group would consist of the
Administration, two by and from administrator-general,
adLiberal Arts and Sciences, and one rninistrators for finance, records,
by and from the School of Educa- external and legislative affairs, club
tion). This house; a deliberative and extracurricular, activities, and
chamber, would pass on all the bills college relations (this last would be
from the assembly and safeguard responsible for relations with the
the interests of those schools with administration and the faculty.)
fewer matriculants. A bill, if apThe general philosophy of the
proved, would become an ordi- revised constitution should reflect
nance of the goverment; unap- these tenets: 1. Certain principles,
proved, it would be sent back for such as forums, public meetings
reconsideration by the assembly. If, and public deliberations, should be
on reconsideration, the assembly institutionalized in order to prevent
passed the bill with the concurrence government's seemingly inevitable
of two-thirds of the whole number process toward cliqillshness. 2. If
of members, the bill would become the government is mandated to do
an ordinance.
something by a superior code of
There is a need for coordination rules, the repetition of those is not
between the executive and necessary for the constitution. 3.
legislative branches, which is The syntax of the constitution
hindered by the current constitu- should not be taken word by word
tion.
Being a
legislative from the constitution of the United
supremacist, I believe the executive States. While its wording should be
branch should be subordinate. The tracked where appropriate (since
existence of an independent ex- the document is very well written),
ecutive branch, with the powers it is not necessarv to do a cut and
thereof vested in a President of the paste job.
.
Day Session
t
Go'vernmen
t,
The
government
would be well'l',-'
elected on a 'consi ency-wide advised to have its own people
ballot, leads to an in rent ex- come up with the general
ecutive supremacy.
«'!:
framework of what
revision
The problem with this is at
should eventually ok like. An inpresident (a misnomer since that
dependent co
ittee on detail can
ficer does not actually preside over p vide th desired language and
the government, but rather exer- advi
m time to time.
By Edmund Unneland
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Settling Accounts
To the Editor: '
This letter is in response to a student's letter concerning the Department of Accountancy that appeared in the April 12th issue of
The Ticker.

Some of the problems stated in
the letter should have been brought
to my attention when they occur-red. Corrective measures could
have bee" taken then.
Fear and anxiety are common
characteristics of prospective accounting majors at all colleges and
universities. I understand this. I experienced the same fears and anx-
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Wome·n Win One
~y

Ilene Pressman

The class-action suit filed in 1973
by 25 women employed at CUNY
colleges took ten years to come to a
conclusion. Judge Lee P. Gagliardi
of the United States District Court
in Manhattan ruled against City
University and in favor of the
women of the teaching staff for 15
years.
The charges were discrimination
against women in salary, hiring,
promotions, fringe benefits, and
other employment practices, based
under Federal Civil Rights statutes
that prohipit discrimination in the
employment practices of publicly
financed schools and other institutions. In addition, the decision was
mainly based on the issue of salaries
and statistical examinations of
salaries. The other issues were left
to be decided by new trials or settlements by both parties.
The CUNY women claim that
there was a salary differential ranging from 1,600 to $3,500 annually.
The studies were conducted by
Mark R. Killingsworth, a labor
economist at Barnard College, and
relied on exclusively by the plaintiffs, CUNY women professors.
The essential elemerit in this case,
discrimination, was contended by
CUNY, the defendants, to be an
unreliable measure and insufficient
to demonstrate a discriminatory
motive. Without the proof of individual claims of discrimination,
with regard to CUNY's affirmative
a~ and policies with respect to
w . en, can statistics be sufficient
en ugh to prove their alleged intentio
actions of discrimination?
Ho .. ver, Judge Gagliardi ruled for
the ~omen professors since he
believed the statistics could constitute prima facie evidence of an
intentional pattern or practice of
discernment.
Judge Gagliardi defined the
plaintiffs as the number of women
employed by the board of trustees
as professors, and have been so
employed since 1968. This particular year was sighted since laws
at the time the suit was filed limited

the number of years for which back
pay could be awarded, however,
since then amendments to that law
removed-the limits. Since this ruling
could affect almost lO,()()() women
professors, no back payor damages
were awarded. "
Judge Gagliardi gave both the
plaintiffs, women professors, and
defendants, CUNY Board of
Trustees, ~O days for an out of
court settlement for damages."
However, the negotiations collapsed. Due to the tremendous amount
of calculated back pay owed to
women professors, that type of
award for" damages will not be
given. What really matters to the
women professors is a "change for
the future," so that there would be
no difference in the treatment of
men and women.
Although sex discrimination appears to .exist, the percentage of
women on its teaching staff exceeds
the national average'. In addition,
CUNY is also a national leader in
the employment, promotion, and
tenure of women. Out of the 7,022
full-time faculty members, in 1980,
35 percent were women, in comparison to 26 percent in all other institutions of higher education, and
19 percent in public universities.
In a conversation with a woman
professor (who wished to remain
anonymous) on the teaching staff
from one of the CUNY colleges, ill
regard to the lawsuit, she implied
that every person should be paid
the same salary for the job that the
University considered them for,
and should never offer, a job to
someone who is not quali fied.
The professors' duty is to the
students, and it is a duty to provide
.excellence, no" rnaiteiwhatrace, .
sex, religion, or color the person is..
Was there a conscious or unconscious instinct of discrimination
in the hiring of women professors?
Well, the bottom line is that the
discrimination is there, however, in
the case of CUNY women professors, standing up for one's rights
can provide hope and even change
for the future.

F~~ATLAST

When my first English instructor at Baruch pointed me to The
Ticker, little did I imagine the part that it would play in my life.
Now, four years later, it seems as if The Ticker had always been
in the stars for me.
lt was great to have had the opportunity to work with some
very wonderful and talented people; the staff of The Ticker. A
once in a lifetime chance to contribute to a venerable institution.
Memories are made of this.
-Michael' Flanigan

DEAR READERS:
'Thanks for your
prompt response
.to our survey.
Stragglers, turn yours
in to Room 307 in
the Student Center.

Rape (983) b,· Kerine Cbana

'Marriage Indian Style
By Aprajita Sikri

Matrimonial columns in India
Abroad. a weekly New York newspaper catering to the Indian community, aroused the anguished
concern of Dr. Maya Sharma, adjunct professor of English... at
Baruch, She spoke to students on
May 5.
She started her short speech by
reading out several classified ads
from the matrimonial.columns of
the paper. One of them read:

Seeking immigrant Hindu match
for pretty, smart, slim, convent
educated woman, 21, 5'5", 110
lbs., B.Com. Hons., from Delhi
Un iversi t y , current Iy wi th
parents in Los Angeles. Early
marriage preferred. Reply with
full particulars to F2806, T A.
."These ads reflect that education
is still treated as an ornament, as a
lure to a good marriage," said Dr.
Sharma (married to an American,
she finds it convenient to continue
with her maiden name professionally). Pointing at the ad, she said that
marriage is still regarded as an institution for the buying and selling
of people as if they were
marketable commodities.
For the Indian community to be
conservative in their cultural beliefs
and values is natural, in the midst
of a Western civilization that has
diametrically opposed values regarding marriage and sex. But that
does not sanction maintaining
traditions that are aberrations of
the ancient Indian culture.. said
Sharma. The young generation has
to take the initiative by refusing to
take "dowry" (gifts consisting of
gold and diamond jewellery, electrical gadgets, dishware etc. given
to. the girl by her parents upon marriage), by making independent decisions about their marriages, and by
refusing to be. discussed by their.
parents as negotiable commodities
in the marriage market.
Focusing on the Indian scene at
"home, she pointed out that the intrinsically evil dowry system has
given rise to newer social maladies
like bride burning. Although the
practice is not new, it has not

received media exposure till recented buses, lonely streets and parks,
ly. To burn a newlywed bride dark cinema lobbies are opportune
because she does not bring with her
places for men-to tease girls.
enough gold and money reflects on
According to recent statistics,
the decadent moral standards of the two million women are raped every
middle class suburban family. The year in India. While one reason is
educated young, both in India and the· release of pent up sex.ual
abroad, owe It to their society to energies by the male, another is
.bring . to an .end such .inhuman . these men's vneed
their"
dominance
over
females,
Ill'·
.the
and cruel practices.
rural areas, when gangs of dacoits
With this message Sharma ended
attack
villages, they rape the
her short speech, but it would not
women to force men into com~e irrelevant at this point to
fIamiliarize the reader with some pliance. Instances of policemen
notable Indian attitudes towards raping women under their custody
marriage, sex and women. Mar- .have been increasing.
Ironically, the victim of rape is
riages in Indian society are almost
always arranged by parents or considered to be defiled and unfit
relatives. The boy to be married is for "marriage. If married, they are
consulted sometimes, but the girl often abandoned by husbands who
refuse to take upon themselves .
has no say.
social disapproval. Such women are
In big cities like Bombay, Delhi often forced into prostitution. Conand Calcutta, the educated younger stant terror and fear becomes the
generation have started dating and plight. of women under the weight.
increasing social contacts with of such practices.
members of the opposite sex. In
It is ironic that a society so orrestaurants, parks, cinemas and
thodox
and puritan in its codes on
other such public places, one can
see unchaperoned unmarried sex and marriage should allow the
couples. Many of them culminate prevalence of such lewd norms of
behavior. The lack of positive
such friendships into marriages,
even against the wishes of their measures for social change to profamilies. But such instances .are tect and emancipate women is
scarce and limited to the big cities. reflective of an impotent society,
decaying within the vestiges of
The Victorian, puritanical stanmeaningless ~rthodox values. The
dards towards sex in the Indian abnormal supjifession of natural·
society, give almost no opportendencies is bound to produce abtunities for people of the opposite normal outbursts of anger and
sex to come into social contact.
frustration.
Schools for boys and girls are
Sociologists view- the present
separate. On social· occasions, men situation as a prelude to a revoluand women _ gather separately. - tion leading to women's liberation,
Young girls are closely supervised comparing it to the Victorian ages
by their elders in all walks of life;
in England and contemporary
their activities outside the home France.
are limited. Open talk of' sex is
. From a historical viewpeint, Inconsidered indecent and unethical
dia is a land resistant to social
social behavior except among men.
change. The strati fication of socieThis has led to behavior that may ty into rigid social compartments
be viewed as incest on the West: within the strong nuclear unit of the
often, men direct their frustrated village makes radical reformation
sexual desires towards their nieces almost impossible. But this should
and sisters. the only females with- not deter ambitious young social
in reach.
reformers. The process may be
In public, a practice colloquially slow, but like a vortex it will"
termed eve teasing has been on the gradually swallow up all. the exincrease in large cities. It consists of isting social evils to create a healthy
pinching, stealing a fast kiss on the society with women on equal
lips, grabbing the breast i.. Crowd- footing with men.

to "assert'
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CUNY Computer Aids
Students' Book Search
By Rick Buckw8Jter

The City University of New York
has introduced the COM (Computer Output Microform) Union
Catalog,
a
computerized
microfiche catalog of the combined
holdings of City University
libraries. The COM Catalog will
greatly assist students in locating
and borrowing books from other
CUNY colleges, according to Professor MinjaI...ee, Baruch Library's
Chief of Technical Services and a
member of the CUNY COM Union
Catalog Standard Committee
which steers the project. By scanning the COM Catalog on
a microfilm reader, a student at one
CUNY college can quickly determine if a needed book is on file at
another CUNY college, In the past,
a student unable to find a needed
book in the Baruch library had to
call various colleges in the CUNY
system to 'see if the book 'was
available in another CUNY library.
The catalog consists of four by
SIX
inch microfiche with each
microfiche containing the information from about 1,800 catalog
cards. The first CUNY COM
Union Catalog issued in November
1982 contained 800 microfiche

totaling almost 1.5 million entrees.
Each CUNY college library will
receive quarterly supplements to its
COM Catalog for the first three
quarters of each year and an annual
accumulation at the end of the
year.
Since 1974, CUNY colle es have
been producing their bi iographic
, records through the Ou ine Computer Library Center (0 'C) in
Columbus, Ohio.
The
NY
COM Catalog contains all the
bibliographic records added to this
data base since 1981. CUNY hopes
to convert its bibliographic records
from 1974-80 in the OCLC data
base to microfiche but state funding has, as yet, not been approved, according to Professor Lee.
Because the COM Catalog is not
complete, containing only those
titles entered in the data base since
_1981 ~ students may still have to call
other CUNY libraries if the book
they need IS not on file in the
catalog.
Students can use the COM
Catalog on request at the reference
desk on the library's sixth floor.
According to Professor Lee, the
circulation desk on the seventh
floor will also have a COM Catalog
in the near future.

Night Manager Ron Williams
Seeks Second Year On Job
By Ivan Cintron

Biology and Ffn ance.Studertts" Petitions
be when one can get a 100 for
To the esteemedinembers of the - To Professor Zucker,
answering
one of the choices corCommitte of Tenure .'of Baruch _.
I write this petition on behalf of
rect yet still get a zero for not
College of the City University of my fellow classmates concerning
choosing
a second, e third or fourth
NewYork:
your faculty member, Professor'
choice which could have also been
It has come to our attention that Jack Francis
the Committee' on Tenure has
My colleagues and I believe that
correct. Not only is it improbable
decidedto deny tenure to Dr. John the following complaints should be
for all the correct choices to be
M. Utting, Assistant Professor of of utmost interest to you if you
chosen, but when the exam is given
Biology, Dept. of Natural Sciences, wish to maintain a harmonious
11 weeks into the semester (after
and thus remove him from his posi- relationship now and in the future
the drop date) covering 19 chapters,
tion at Baruch College.
between the students' and the prothe improbability is even greater.
•
Preciseness is a great expectation
We consider Dr. Utting to be an fessor aforementioned.
excellent teacher who is not only
To begin, one complaint arises . for an introductory course especialmost knowledgeable in the science through the arrogant, offensive,
ly when the material deals with
of biology, but is also thoroughly .egotistical, uncaring attitude contechnical financial analysis perhaps
capable of communicating this veyed by him. I realize through the
never experienced before by some.
knowledge to his students. We feel course of a lifetime such people like
We all agree the. instructor
that his departure would be a Professor Francis, possessing the should have every right to creat~-
significant loss to 'both Baruch Col- , same lucrative adjectives, are test he feels is fair but then in all
lege and to the City University of bound to be encountered. But I do
fairness, partial credit should be
New York.
not expect, nor hope to see, future given to where credit is due .: Not
• • •
classes pay a' tuition and be sub- much can be said for an instructor
We, the undersigned, therefore jected to lectures based on ex- and his exam when the average
grade is a 32.
respectfully appeal to the Commit- amples of degrading rubbish.
We all hope you will make an eftee to reverse their decision and to
Another dissatisfaction IS his
fort to remedy this problem.
grant tenure to Dr. Utting.
testing policies. How fair can a test

Reformed Preppie Eats Crow
Dear Editor,
I first attended college in the Fall
of 1974-a bright-eyed, selfconfident 18-year-old who strutted
through the Yale University campus with all the determination one
would expect from a combined
Drama and Anthropology major.
I left Yale after my first
year-my six-month leave of
absence stretched on and on as I
decided that living in NYC and pursuing my acting career were far
more important to me.
Cut to Fall of 1981. I'm now an
ancient woman of 25, with a string
of stage' and screen. credits under'
my belt, and a profound desire to
find a new direction for my life.
.
"The ChIP on my shoulder was
large. How could I, Ivy League
material, possibly be challenged by
a city school? And what could these
young folks say that would interest
me?
From my first accounting course
with Professor Eisenman, whose
humor made the classroom zing, to
econ.omics where the board was
covered with strange hieroglyphics
I later learned to recognize as'
calculus, through a small, insightful
and responsive group that made
Cost I fun, all the way to Beta
Alpha Psi. I have been eating crow,
gladly.
I have been continually amazed

Goodbye,

and grati fied by the worlds of
knowledge opened up to me at this
school. Challengin! courses? I have
never worked so hard in my life! It
is a new experience for me to have
to pore over a text and still not
comprehend fully, to be afraid of
falling behind, and finally, to be
really proud of earning that grade.
I like the core requirement; it
forces me outside my field. I like
material being thrown at me; it
forces me to think independently. I
like seeing student from all ethnic
and social backgrounds, taking
classes at night and day, and mosr
of all I like seeing the DRIVE.
I know most of the people here

didn't have the world handed to
them, they're making it on their
own. I see the determination to rise
above the stigma of a "city education" in both my professors and
fellow students. -You cannot be
complacent here. The rigidness and
impartiality of" the system won't
allow it.
Sure, there are clunkers here, and
rules that make me angry.just as at
anyplace else. But I'd defend
Baruch, its students and the education I'm getting to the last breath.
It's up to us, thepresent'4f1ld future
alumni, to show the world just how
we grew up at Baruch.
-Connie Chasin Mills

Irene

Casa Hispanica
Opens In Fall

Ms. Irene McGarty, an assistant
in Baruch's placement office, will
be retiring in June after a fen year
association with the college. -'
"We're losing a "key staff
member," said Mr. William
McLoughlin, 'of Student Personnel
Service, who added that Ms. MeGarty was well known and loved
by students.
McGarty assisted with Baruch's
on-campus recruiting program, in
which 150 corporations cooperatae
each year. Said McLoughlin, "she
always spent time with students,
and was eager to give a kind
word. "
Ms. McGarty, who is presently
vacationing In Florida, was not
available for comment, but
McLoughlin advises students who
are interested in keeping in touch
with her to contact him at
725-3064.

Beginning next fall, the Modern
Language Department will open
CasaHispanica, a resource center
for Hispanic social and academic
activities.
Ace 0 r din g
toP r 0 f e ss 0 r
Katherine Hampares, the center
will include "volunteer students
and faculty members .who will aid
In the learning of the Spanish
language." The center will make
available various magazines, newspapers, and other literary references for course study. Tape
recorders can also be used. Hampares anticipates film presentations
and guest speakers on Hispanic
language and 'culture.
The idea for Casa Hispanica was
formulated by Professor Nelly Santos, who contacted the Baruch
Alumni Association for funding.
The association has agreed to provide $4,000 for the center.
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because there is no significant
referenda on the ballot, as well as
students are pretty career oriented,
By Adam Tawil
in that they are really trying to do ,only three contested positions. She
asked, "How do you generate stuthe best they can by attending their
The faculty of everycollege in
dent interest? If students are very,
classes and doing their work. Most
CU,NY elects from among
dissatisfied with a something,
of them can't spend as much time
themselves 'representatives to the
perhaps they unite in some way, but
around school, they have less time
City University Faculty Senate. The
for clubs and student government' if things are going relatively well,
main
function of the University
they" don't turn to government. Acso in a way its unfair to say that
Faculty Senate (UFS) is to research
tually there are always .some things
theyare just apathetic because they
issues
of concern, to the faculty
on which students can get together
have different priorities." '
. through its committees and pass
According to Siegel, the 'cost of to improve the school."
resolutions on these issues when apthe student elections is about
When declarations for candidacy
propriate. These resolutions are
$8,000.. Siegel feels that the cost
are filed, I see to it that students
then submitted for the consideraof the elections is troublesome
meet the qualifications" Siegel
tion of the Chancellor of .CUNY
because of low voter turnout. She
said. "They have to carry at least
(Joseph Murphy) and the subcomfeels that when there is a low
12 credits and have at least a 2.5
mittes of the CUNY Board of
voter turnout, every vote cast
avarage, If there was an active stuTrustees.
costs proportionally more, mon~ dent senate elections co~ee
The UFS officially recognizes
than if there were a larger turnout. ~ they could be working witf that.
four basic principles. The first prinSiegel said "however, we are tied
They could be getting in touch with
cipleis the dual mission of CUNY,
inte the system that we use in that
other students, and notifying the
which consists of providing a liberal
the Day Session Student Governones who don't qualify"I know its
education and a career education.
.ment constitution has said that
hard for one or two students to do
The second goal is the expansion of
there has to be an outside agency
this, but I do all this and I certainly
access to higher' education for
conducting the elections, which was
don't have time to publicize the
graduate, undergraduate and contiwritten into the constitution a
elections. "
nuing education students.
The
number of years ago. There was
third is to provide a quality learning
Siegel's closing comments were
some criticism about the way the
environment' through responsible
that "if students aren't interested
elections were conducted in the past
administration. The fourth is the
enough
in having elections, in par-" ongoing process of academic plannwhich gave opportunities for fraud.
. ,
ticipating and in running for office,
They felt that this insured that there
mg.
maybe they should work out some
is no opportunity to fool around
'.~
other system of allocating their
with the process. This is a great admoney for clubs. Maybe they don't
vantage but it costs a lot of
want
a student government. If that
money."
'
is the case, this office should not be
Siegel predicts that there will be a
cramming
it down their throats."
very low voter turnout this year,

Black ~ Hispanic Alumni

CUNY Board of Trustees
Approves Baruch Projects
"

,By James Kelly

tor of Public Relations for CUNY.
"The money is there and the contracts with 'the various involved
On April 25, The Board of companies will be signed in the near
Trustees of The City University of ~ future."
New York approved three construeNon-construction items were also
tion projects' slated for Baruch.
discussed and voted on at the Board
The most important project is the' meeting. These include security, stijoint purchase (with SUNY. School pend payments and draft registraof Optometry) of a building across tion .
from the 18th Street building on
.~he Board approved a resolution
Park Avenue South. As reported in.' which allows Baruch to advertise
the April 26 issue of the Ticker for bids fromsecurity firms to proplans call for renovation to ac- vide uniformed guard service for
comodate the expansion of the the college. The contract would
library.
run from July 1, 1983 to June 30,
The ongoing process of window 1984. An option was left open for
replacement will continue as a ,Baruch to renew the existing conresult of the vote. The Board stated tracts now in effect.
iri the vote "to continue a program
"Limitations are necessary conof replacement of deteriorated ex- cerning the money involved but
isting windows with new energy ef- also the time," Milenfijevic states,
ficent windows." The phase just adding, "We want to encourage
approved ,wil~ complete the window student participation yet we must
replacement in the Stu~e~t Center limit the time served. The Board
and the 24th Street building, The d
not
i
tail d .
o~s
wan a per~ u ea er In
firm of Pomerance and Breines will
complete the replacements at a cost student governmen~.
.
of $37,970, chargeable to the State: ~. The controversial subject ofCapital Fund.
draft registration and student
The final project approved will financial assistance, shelved at the
be replacing air circulation units in' last meeting, _was tabled for a later
the 23rd Street building. "Our date. The Board of Trustees would
plans are to begin immediately, give no reasons for the postponesaid Dr. Rhada Milentijevic, Direc- ment.

High in National Survey
In the School's future, Silverman
seeS

doct.oral Pl"~l"~ in. 'Nursing.

The group is currently attempEnvironmental Sciences, Computer
ting
to
contact.
various
.
political
As
was
reported"
in
the'
Profes-'
,
'Science,
and' Public Adiniriistril-'...
who comprise more than SO percent.
sional Staff Congress Ctaridn, . tion. She indicated 'that because or":
, of the school's population,
, figures' who - may have some influence
on
the
president.
faculty
members of City existing programs in Public AdThe ad-hoc committee, which
According to Professor Nelly University's Graduate School ministration here at Baruch, the
was formed in June 1982, filed
, ~ As it stands now we are trying
Santos of the Baruch Romance received high ratings for the doc- doctoral program will probably be
court papers with the Secretary of to get in touch with Albany, GoverLanguages Department the UFS toral programs in which they are in- based here, with the majority of the
State to establish themselves as a nor Mario Cuomo and represenfaculty assigned to the program to
non-profit organization. ,The tatives of the Black and Hispanic Foreign Student Committee recent- volved.
The
rankings
were
the
result
of
a
be
drawn from the ranks of
documents were then sent, to the Legislative Caucus, the Civil Liber- ly submitted a resolution to the
Attorney General's office and ties Union as well as the CUNY . Chancellor, The suggestions of the nationwide survey of faculty, which Baruch. In formulating such new
subsequently to the State Supreme Chancellor's office and the Baruch two year study are: a freshmen was taken last year by the Con-' programs, Silverman stated that
Court which requested the approval College Black & Hispanic Faculty, orientation for foreign students, ference Board of Associated .usually "a committee of interested
the designation of a specific Research Councils, which is made faculty will draw up a program",
of the school administrators.
Caucus.
member of the Admissions Office up of the American Council on . which is then subject to approval at
When Segall refused to support
Hernandez said that Herman
Education, the American Council the University and state levels. The
the committee, its members began
Badillo, Rep. Charles Rangel (0- staff to deal with foreign students,
of Learned Societies, .the Social target date of these latest proposals,
to finalize a course of action
Manhattan) and Rep. Ed Towns multilingual registration counsel- Science Research Council, and the appears to be about a year from
lors, multilingual brochures exdirected at persuading the president
(D-Brooklyn) would also be connow, with the first students beginplaining regulations and services national Research Council.
that the existence of a Black &
tacted.
Especially pleased by City ning in the fall '84 semester.
published by the Central Office of
Hispanic Alumni Association
Attorneys Jack Lester and BenUniversity's
performance were . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Admission Services, the provision
would not be a threat to the school
nett Dressler of the Center for Stuof information on general immigra- Graduate School President Harold
or present Alumni Association.
dent Rights, will advise the committion matters by Admission Services Proshansky and Acting Dean of
Since the right to organize is a
tee on all legal matters and further
Continued from Page 1
and the provision of a sufficient Graduate Studies Sydel Silverman.
constitutional guarantee, the colnegotiations.
representing over 42,000 students in
number of "ESL" courses for for- According to Silverman, "our
lege president cannot forbid the
Although progress has been slugstars"
in
the
evaluation
were
the
10 colleges in that state. Othei coleign freshmen.
group to meet and formalize plans.
gish; Hernandez believes that furFrench, Music, and Anthropology
leges
in. the U.S. are either iling
According
to
Professor
David
"But", said Mr. Segall, "If they ther development will be made by
programs,
all
of
which
scored
in
the
suits themselves, or' are sup rting
Valinsky, Chairman of the
want the college, name they must September and has set this month
top
ten
in
the
country.
Silverman
it morally: While CUNY an its;
Statistics Department, the UFS
form, within the present associa.to determine "whether "drastic"
pointed out that the Anthropology
member colleges are comp .ngthe
repeal
of
the
Solomon
favors
tion.' ,
measures will be undertaken.
program
came
in
first
among
its
with the injunction, Sandberg
Amendment, which would deny
Committee leader Robert Fer'peers' in New York State, "which
Hernandez founded and organizthe
college administration "will '
certi
fication
for
federal
financial
nandez disagrees. "If we have to
means
we
outranked
Cornell
and
ed the United Students for Action
wait-and see what occurs in the New '
aid to draft age males who have not
operate within the alumni, the
(U.S.A.) party in the Spring of registered for the draft. A propos- Columbia" , two schools which
York State Legislature. "
scenario we visualize is one that
1977. Prior to his graduation from
Sandberg points out that a stued UFS resolution on the Solomon have older and more well-known
would be frustrating, " said Mr.
Anthropology
programs.
Baruch, he had ample political indent may provide proof of registra- '
Ammendment explained its opposiHernandez, a former executive
Considering the fact that most of tion if he wishes to avoid possible.
volvement
with
student
government
tion
by
citing
the
fact
that
CUNY
vice-president of student governand considers himself well prepared
delays in receiving financial aid if
would be forced to "shoulder the the CUNY programs were created
ment. "We would need their funds
in
the
mid-60's
(City
University
was
for the long battle that might arise
the law is upheld.
burdens associated with implemenand approval for anything we
organized in 1961), President
regarding the current issue.
Some colleges, such as Earlham
tation. "
wanted to do and that type of conPreshansky
felt
that
the
Graduate
College in Indiana, and Yale
~ 'We see the formation of a
Valinsky would like to see the
trol is not the desired condition,"
School
"fared
extraordinarily
University
in Connecticut, will
elimination
of
tuition
or
the
reducBlack & Hispanic Alumni Associaadded the 1980 graduate.
weH."
Acting
Dean
Silverman'make up lost financial aid funds for
tion of tuition to an amount that '
It was expected by some that the tion as being instrumental in probelieves
that
this
is
due
to
the
fact
students if the need arises.: When
working students could realistically
ad-hoc committee would not be viding encouragement and role
expect to earn, so as not to burden that "we build programs from our 'asked if Baruch would do this,
supported by students and alumni. models to inspire students to
within the CUNY Sandberg replied, "At this point,
their parents financially. Ar o~ strength"
However the committee now graduate," said Hernandez referrsystem,
referring
to the - fact that we haven't discussed it," but adpoint, Valinsky suggested a, tuition
reports that it is in contact with ing to the attrition rate of minority
of four hundred dollars per year. about 90 percent of the faculty at mitted, '~it's a possibility."
students at the college which is well
close to 300 people.
In terms' of affecting enrollment,
Valinsky believes that federal and the Graduate School are based at a
"Our problem isn't membership over SO percent.
state aid is more expensive to tne 'home' college in CUNY. The Sandberg says there should not be a,
With the end of the school year
or lack of support from our constigovernment than free tuition would Graduate School will design a new significant reduction of incoming
tuents," said Mr. Hernandez. "The . approaching it appears that the
be, because in the current system, program using faculty who already students, but it would affect a stuproblem is getting the approval issue will remain deadlocked.
the government is giving financial teach at CUNY, which is one of the dent who refuses to register for the
from the school and since we have Whether negotiations will be conaid, with one hand and taking tui- . "reasons for the success" of the Selective Service in order to receive
not exhausted all possibilities we're tinued through the summer is quesSchool, according to Silverman.
tion with the other hand.
financial aid.
tionable.
not giving up."

DRAFT·
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CUNY Grad School 'Ranks
By Mic.bael Deacy

Continued from Page 1
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.Veterans
Combat·

rofile:

Michael Flanigan

By Erin Blackwell

Michael Flanigan doesn't live
here anymore.
When the computer systems major, dean's list veteran, and member of Beta Gamma. Sigma graduates this May with a 3.5, the Ticker
will have lost its editor-in-chief.
By Catherine Adams
"His graduatingis really going to
be hard for me," said Lisa Rhodes,
The Veterans Association of features editor, sitting at her desk
in room 307 of the student center.
Baruch College will be sponsoring a
"It's so much of a comfort to me to
seminar on alcoholism to be held
Thursday, May 12 from 12:30-2PM come in here and see him here.
When he's not here, I miss him. "
in the Oak Lounge. The guest
Flanigan, .30, born in Kingston,
speaker will be Mr. Harold Meyers,
Jamaica,
came to this city and this
. Deputy Director of the Industrial
school in the fall of 1979. Shortly
Progress _Department of the New'
thereafter-by chance-he came to
York Affiliate of the National the Ticker.
Council on Alcoholism.
On the advice of his English proJ
Meyers and his associates consult fessor, Mr. Sokolinsky, Flanigan
businesses as to the design -and visited the now defunct Sentry to
development of Employee, offer his services. No one answered
Assistance Programs, which aid his knock; someone in the adjacent
Ticker office saw him knocking;
workers to improve their performance in the work place. Currently before he knew it, he was .writing
there are 72 such programs for the Ticker.
Associate editor to previous
available. Meyers has addressed
editors-in-chief Joe Perez and
several groups ,on the subject of
Susan Cuccinello, Flanigan says
alcoholism', including Chambers of Perez taught him' much jourCommerce, Lions Clubs, and other, nalistically, but that his moodiness
professional organizations.
often made him unapproachable.
The Veterans Association is con- The editor-in-chief, Flanigan said,
"has to be that one person who
cerned about alcoholism because
every other member of the staff,
alcohol and drug abuse are primary
theoretically,
should be able to
problems in the United States
military. Reggie Grant of the come to and let loose whatever their
association said, "as veterans, we problems are-and search for a soare familiar, with these problems
and we know the different effects
that they can have on people. The
student population is a little
By Mark Elliot Ballard
younger than most of us here in the
Veterans Association, and they are
The Baruch College Chapter of
not plugged into dealing with these The National Association of Black
Accountants hosted .its Sixth Anproblems."
---------------1 nual Awards Dinner"'on April 27th
in the Faculty Lounge of the 24th
Street Building. This yearly event
gives recognition to the -scholastic
and extracurricular achievements
of students, and the firms and professionals who have contributed
of their time and effort to the
chapter's members. The event
presented students with an opportunity to interact with a "rather
distinguished" group of professionals in a semi-formal atmosphere.
_
Professional notables at this
highlight- of NABA's year were
William Aiken, CPA, partner at
Main Hurdrnan; Willard Archie.
~ CPA, partner Arthur Anderspn &
~ Co.; Bert Mitchell, CPA, managing
~ partner, Mitchell/Titus & Co.; and
~ Arlene Robinson, Esq. , CPA, who
a:
-e all gave "reflections" about their
~
professional lives. Also present was
R~~ie Grant: Don't drink
Robert Giordano, CPA, partner at
Deliotte, Haskins, & Sells. All of
In the past 'the Veterans Associathese-----....accounting luminaries are
tion has sponsored voter registraBaruch ~ollege alumni.
tion drives, and toys for tots camSenior Curtis James was
presented with the MitchelllTitus &
paigns. Grant expressed that "tbis
year we haven't been that active in , Co. Award For Excellence in Accounting, Curtis, a member of Beta
terms of the overall student populaAlpha Psi, and well as NABA, was
tion, and that is one of the things
also presented with a monetary
that we want to overcome. Also, a
prize by the company. Sophomore
lot of students feel that we only
Judith Codrington, NABA Vicedeal wi th veterans. Although. President elect, was awarded for
, veterans are our primary concern,
outstanding service as was student
we are also interested in getting
Merrill Penalver. Faculty Advisor
other students invovled with the
Patricia Johnson was given an aporganization so that we can address
preciation award.
Credit should be given to NABA
some of their concerns."
President Hazel Stoute for coorThe seminar on alcoholism will
dinating the event, and President
include a film entitled "Weber's
elect Mark Elliot Ballard who endChoice," which is a story of an
ed the evening with closing
....employee facing alcoholism, a lecremarks. NABA is looking forward
ture, and a question and answer
to the next academic year in order
session. Following the seminar,
to implement its objectives, and inrefreshments will be served and the
..
crease its membership.
Dance Club will perform.

Alcoholism

•

N.A.B.A."

"

lution." He learned from Cuccinel10 "not to get too overwhelmed by
the job, as editor-in-chief, because
Lthink .she took it much calmer
than Joe did. I think that probably
.x
rubbed "off somewhat on me."
Tenacity and patience he named
the most important qualities for the
job. "He's taught me to be very patient," said Rhodes, an energetic
18. "He's taught me to calm down,
not to take myself so seriously, that
whatever-really, whatever I want
to..do, I can do it. Don't hit my
head up against the wall; take it
easy."
"He comes on with gentle
force," observed Steven Wortheimer, Director of College Relations. "Not overbearing, but
cerainly you don't think of him as a
pushover. "
"There's a lot more going on on the
inside than what appears on the
outside," Steven Appenzeller, news
editor, suggested. "He's quiet and
he gets all these things done."
With previous banking experience in Jamaica, Flanigan is
'currently a parttirne teller with
Chase Manhattan Bank at their
World Trade Center branch. He
plans to study finance at an as yet
undetermined graduate school.
Then, he sees himself working as
"a consultant, a systems analyst,
using my knowledge of computer
systems and finance."
In seven to ten years, he'd like to
be his own boss. "I'd 1ike to go on
my own as a consultant," he
.",.

The mart with tile syncopated purr.

dreamed aloud in his syncopated
purr, "and my one pet hobby is to
open a restaurant." Apparently the
tuna and orange marmalade sandwich he brought into tHe office one
day was symptomatic of an until
now unpublicized passion. "I guess
I've developed a likeness for food,
generally, because I like to fool
around with different dishes." He
'envisions a West Indian-American
eaterie, because "there are so many
great West Indian dishes that I
don't think too many restaurants
, provide.':"
Dean of students Dr. Henry
Wilson, has been an important

source of encouragement for
Flanigan, someone he always felt
free to drop in on. When asked for
criticism, Wilson answered slowly,
"For somebody who works, who in'
fact has been deeply involved in
student activities as Michael has,
who has maintained the .kind of
average, 3.5, 3.6 overall index the
way that Michael has-and I think
he participates in sports, and things
of that sort, so he does have a
recreational life, too-I don't see
very much to criticize. I mean I
don't."
It won't be the same without
him.

Ticker Intern: True Confessions
,
By James Kelly·
I could call it hell. I could call it

boring. The truth is, I really can't
make a clear judgement about my
internship at the Ticker.
It started with copy editing, a
boring ritual, -which is of great importance at the tabloid. Next came
the zenith of every journalist - the
byline. Bring on the trumpets, and
how sweet it is. I covered the archery team (it is a team now, you
know) in 'a major competition. My
. story appeared on page 16 of the
March 1 issue, supported by a twoyear old photograph of the team.
The next issue, I was nominated
to assist in the layout of advertisements which would cover 5 Yz
pages. The problem was the editors
of the various sections left me approximately 4Y2 pages to fill.
That's hell. Someone had to
sacrifice an article for the almighty
money of an ad. I stepped forward, withholding salty tears that
had begun to swell in my eyes, and
said, "Take my article, please, so
we can get out of this mess." The
editors all thanked me,· in their
shallow way. The article was on
the fencing team, and was mainly a
space filler in the first place.
The staff of the Ticker is as
diverse as one can get. Dedication is
exemplified in many ways, from the
hard-nosed News editor, Steven
Appenzeller, to the free-wheeling
Arts editor, Steve. Greenberg. It is
a job to Managing editor Erin
Blackwell, fun to Features editor
Lisa Rhodes, and money prods
Advertising Manager Joe Spasiano.
Editor-in-chief Michael Flanigan is
at the helm, although it does not
seem that way most of the time.
The Ticker office is located in
room 307 of the Student Center,
and is comprised of three rooms,
each about the size ot, a solitary
r'

confinement cell.' Two radiators
constantly spit out heat, so hot you
can fry an egg on top.
In the middle of the third floor, a
ping pong table sits ready to be
assaulted. For every waking
minute, it seems, that damn ping
pong is bouncing off the office
door. Emotions run _high at the
table, especially when the game is
on the line. Screams of ecstasy and
despair can be heard clear down to
Dorothy's
desk on the first floor.
,p
With all of this going on, the
editorial staff holds a meeting to
decide what stories will be included
in the next issue. Suddenly an idea
comes through, and at the same
moment a ball rips its way into the
office. A player comes in and
apologizes for the interruption,
reciting the tight score he is involved in. With the train of thought
derailed for a moment, the staff
regroups and focuses on the Ticker.
It is decided that the next issue will
include nuclear power as the centerfold theme. "Profiles, features, and
news stories must be assigned, pictures must be taken, and publicity
photos must be ordered.
After deadline, many times copy
comes in handwritten and hard to
read. The editors must edit, type,
and send the copy to the printer.
All copy must be typewritten, it is a
common courtesy. Editors must
then wait for the copy to return so
it can be reedited, and so-layout can
begin.
The Ticker is printed by Jae Kim
Printers located at 40 West 22nd
Street, just off the Avenue of the
Americas. The block features many
printing establishments and factories. Lunchtime showcases beer
drinking and pot smoking by
workers already tired from a half
day's work. It is a side of the city
that few know or even care about.
yet it has a life just as the
offices in the World 'Trade Cen-

ter do. Paste-up begins at the
afternoon on the Friday before
publication, and does not end until
nine, even 11. at night. Mistakes,
even the little ones, must be located
and pointed out to Ray and Andrew, the typesetters, who then
must retype the copy on a modern
data-processing machine. The
editors wait, hoping tha-t the next
"dummy" will have no mistakes. If
none are found, pages go into
pasteup for the final board.

The editors must work through
hunger and thirst. The paper's
budget provides a dinner fund for
those who work on the paper during production week. Each person
is allowed $4.10 a meal ticket.
Many times, for that generous
amount, Chinese food fills the belly
as well as the tab. I'm sick of
Chinese food.
A few issues back, we decided to
go out for dinner and a few drinks
to celebrate Mike Flanigan's birthday. He refused to devulge his age,
adding speculation that he was
juvenile. Steve Greenberg, a selfproclaimed connoisseur, suggested,
and we accepted, a quiet Indian
restuarant on East 6th Street in the
village .. It was a stormy Friday
night.
It turned out to be a stormy
Saturday morning. The spicy food
served knocked repeatedly against
my stomach's door. I believe the
meal was called Chicken Kori. I
hate Chicken Kori.
I have worked through six editions of the Ticker and- it has proved to be a learning experience.
Points of journalism once dormant
in my head, surfaced. Spicy foods
once dormant in'll:!y diet, also surfaced with revenge. 'I welcomed the
journalistic experience and look
forward to learning more. Chicken
Kori will not be served "at my house
for as long as I live.
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The Buckminster Fuller Foundation presents.

5-Month Course
Starts June 23
• Includes complete exam
coverage plus built-in
review of practice and

Integrity Day

3-Month Course
Starts August 16

.

~_

• Intensive course includes
. complete coverage of all
exam areas.

theory.
• America's largest LIVE instruction CPA review.
• 5-volume set of .copyrighted text books (the best
an the business) are included.
• 1000/0 live instruction from top quality,
professional instructors.

Bernard
says,

_

Saturday, ·June 4
, Hunter College Assembly Hall
1Oa m tospm
Tickets are priced $3,5.

HAVE A
COOL

c
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For· free sample chapter, exam and course Info

Call 800·223·3624
George Washington

H~'

LeXington Ave. & 23rd St., New York City

$100 per week. Part-time at home.
No experience' necessary. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. L-3S94 for information•.

CARS sell for $118.95 (average)
Also Jeeps. For directory call
805-687-6000 Ext. 3594

SUMMER

THE SEEK PROGRAM
Cordially Invites You To Its Annual

SEEK SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
o

&
SENIOR RECOGNITION
CONVOCATION

Kelly SerVices can help you earn
extra money this summer.
We offer a wide variety of temporary assignments at top companies, so college
students and educators can earn good money and gain valuable experience.
Our netvIIOrk of Regional Payroll Centers assures that you'll get paid promptly. And
because 'He offer a flexible vvorking schedule.. you can still have free time to enjoy
summer fun.
Sound ideal for college people? It is!
Our offices are convenientty located so you can work near your home or school.
Look us up in the white pages or write:

120 Bro.adway
227-3262

1270- Avenue of the Americas
489-6137

420 Lexington Avenue

For the Students of

BARUCH COLLEGE
OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
THURSDAY, MAY TWELFTH
NINETEEN HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE
COMMENCING AT

SIX FIFTEEN IN THE EVENING
MAIN AUDITORIUM
SEVENTEEN LEXINGTON AVENUE
AT 'TWENTY THIRD STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

949·8555

An equal opportunity employer M I F/ ... Not an employment agency - never a fee
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Learning Language The Dartmouth Way

students.In addition to being fluent
in a language, Popkin says the aphas
to
have
Learning a foreign language can prentice'
be as difficult and as tedious as any "personality, warmth," and be able
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -added,
- - -"There
---- -desirable
- -__---f business course. Fortunately,
are-less
to animate.' 'The apprentice has to
By Ivan Cintron.
Baruch's Modern Language De- be someone who can relate well to
jobs available."
partment has adopted a different the students and still command their
This summer, many college
-- Both Cancellare and McLoughlin
approach to teaching foreign lan- respect. Somebody who is a goodstress the importance of not relying
students will be looking for
guage - the Dartmouth model.
solely on what jobs are posted.
employment, despite the lack of
choreographer, .can move around
Cancellare says by going from one
jobs which may be available.
"Students meet in a master class a lot, a good actor, and a peer
office to another, "You might be in
However, the Office of Planning
hich is a large class of about 25,"
'tutor .. The apprentice teacher
and Placement at Baruch might the right place at the right time."
said
Dr.
Debra
Popkin,
professor
doesn't give the students any comMcLoughlin agrees that pounding
make it easier for prospective jobof
French,
who
brought
the
Dartplex, any inhibitions, the way a
the pavement is an alternative, and
seekers.
mouth
model
to
Baruch
six
years
~
master teacher might."
William Mcl.oughlin, Associate adds that students should, "use all
ago,
after
applying
for
a
grant
with
possible
avenues;
leave
no stone unApprentices, are paid' or receive
Director of the Office, says, "This
the Exxon Education Foundation. credit through the program, and
year employment opportunity is turned."
generally not so bright a picture.
Some possibilities Cancellare and "That class is consequently broken can work on an independent study
There has been .a' lag between
Mclo ughlin suggest students in- down into smaller workshops, basis. Fabiola Nadjar and Erin
recovery of the economy, and the vestigate are minority youth pro- ranging in size from, 10 to 12. The Blackwell are two apprentice
increase in employment oppor- grams, government sponsored pro- workshops are directed by the ap- teachers of French taught by
tunities," '
grams, resorts, hotels, and prentice teacher, who conducts drill Popkin:
In a recent survey run by The businesses near the college or the
sessions to go over grammar
"I love her approach "cause it's
New York Times, 65OJo of the students' home.
material."
Apprentices
also
engage
very theatrical; very dynamic; it's
businesses contacted said they were
In addition, Cancellare says, "If
in
"informal
conversations
with
very energetic, very funny," says
you can't get a full-time job this
reducing' the amount of hiring for
students,
and
at
the
end
of
the
seBlackwell, who felt she would be
summer jobs, or were not hiring at summer, look for a part-time.job."
cond
semester,
directs
the
students
interested
in conducting workshop
According to Cancellare, if a stuall.
The office helps in alleviating dent keeps a part-time job in skits."
classes because of her background
such adversity by posting part and throu-ghout the year, it could
The Dartmouth method of in theater. "I said to ~yself, 'I
full-time jobs on bulletin boards in- become a full-time one next sum- teaching foreign languages was should be doing this, I can do
side and outside the office. The mer. Both Cancellare and created by John Rassias, Also call- this' ." She has been an apprentice
jobs range from camp counseling to Mcl.oughlin say that most students ed the "direct method," Popkin for the past year.
office work. In addition, if some- who obtain a job through the office says the".. ,~stem is different from
Of Popkin, Nadjar said, "She is
one is an Accountancy or Com- keep it the rest of the year.
Internships of various types are conven~ language instruction very lively, she loves what she's doputer Science major, jobs may be
provided by Lillian Ewig, a also posted on the boards, in fields because.' "students think in the ing ... she wants the students to
learn. " She has been an apprentice
counselor with the New York State such as legislative work, broad- ,language, the target language,"
which
can
be
French,
Spanish,
and
for two and a half years.
Employment Agency.
Also, casting, and the arson strike force,
Italian.
Both Blackwell and Nadjar agree
in
addition
to
more
conventional
McLoughlin handles a recruiting
ones like accounting. These intern"Rather than giving an explana- that the Dartmouth model is quite
program for graduating seniors.
Denise Cancellare, Director of' ships may be used for academic tion in English, we do a lot of pan- different from standard methods or"
the Office, says students· should credit. However, Cancellare advises tomine, we use a let of visuals, ob- teaching. "It takes so much energy
start looking .for summer jobs in that students should check with jects, and props in class," Popkin to teach the class," says Blackwell.
advance, "in February or March, their department chairperson to see enthused, "so students can use the "You just can't go in and tell
early on." 'She said a student does if credit will be given, since her of~ language: and not translate." students to read and then fall
not have to follow her advice, but flee does not make the decision.
asleep. You have to bounce around~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~&ude~swh9sefi~~~ngu~~n~
English can thus work directly from and get them exeited.. ~ . get them
their native language without moving. It's a little bit like being a
cheerleader." Says Nadjar, "It
translating to English first.
One of the most important corn- helpS-them to catch a language,
ponents to teaching the model is the especially for a person who does
apprentice teacher, who literally not have the ear tuned for
brings the language alive for languages." Says Blackwell, "In
By. Lisa Rhodes

Keep On Looking!
--~

. -fancy? "No," said Saxon, "Not as
a: ,f,,"Iong as. they keep
new ones
coming. Mullings, however,feels
the Fun Factory does not have
enough video' games.
"This is
nothing." When asked if she hasto
play video games everyday, Farrulla replied, "No. I came here
more last year than I do now."
Mullings, who plays twice a week,
and spends $6.00 weekly on the
games, says video "offers a difthony, "I let my emotions -go by
ferent variety of things for me do,"
By Joan Chin and Manny Tavares
playing Uni-wars."
adding that it is not necessary for
There are times when the
him to play everyday.
"Oh shit, it got me again!" This
Pinball, which used to be a
is a typical response from Baruch machine becomes the master. "One
popular game, is rarely played by
students who have just been beaten time I kicked the lights out of the
students. Why? "It is kind of borby one of the many video games in machine after it stole two quarters
ing just pushing the ball back and
the Fun Factory, located on the se- from me," said Anthony. Is it
healthy
for
students
to
be
so
hyper
forth," said Farrulla. She finds
cond floor of the Student Center.
about a game? "Sure it is," said
futuristic games with animation
Once that quarter goes in the
Farulla, a freshman. "The game
and sound effects more appealing.
slot, baby, you had better watch
takes their mind off school work,
However, not everyone is taken
out! As the game progresses, hands
but sometimes you let yourself go
by video games. There is always an
start waving, pupils begin to dilate, so much that you forget it is a
"odd-ball." Another student namfingers move at a speed that would game." Student Diane Hagood
ed Valerie studied for her French
make a secretary proud, blood replied, "I see people ,get excited
class while players work ed
pressure soars, and adrenaline over losing their money, so they ~ themselves into a frenzy. "I'm not
surges through the player's body as kick the machine."
,
a fan of video games," she explainhe hurls verbal onslaughts at the
ed. "I just come to be with the
machine. This is only natural, for
"Video games are not physical -crowd. I don't see the point in playmany players view video games as like a sport," Clive explained, "but ing. I could see the point if money
'an outlet for releasing their aggres- you have to get comfortable. He
came out or you won something."
sions and frustration.
has his own way of standing when Laureen, another student, said, "I
have fifteen minutes to law class. If
"Striking back at things makes playing the game. Harold Saxon,
I get lucky at this game, I won't go
you feel good," said Clive Mull- who is quite tall, keeps his left knee
to class."
ings. "It is a relaxation from study- against the machine while playing.
Not go to class? Impossible. We
ing, and is the first place (the Fun "I want to get into the machine and
here at Baruch are dedicated
Factory~ head for after a test."
-concentrate. "
students. Some are just dedicated
- Are video games just a passing to video games.
Said another student Michael AnH

Video Frenzy

H

Popkin: Vel)' d)'namic

other classes basically it [language]
stays in the book, it stays in print,
you write, you translate, but it's
not done orally and you're not really asked to think on your feet."
For students, learning languages
through the Dartmouth model is
much more constructive than standard teaching. "You're encouraged
a lot more to express yourself';"
says freshman Caroline Policella.
"The approach is quite different,"
explains James Dong, a senior.
"There is a' little more personal involvernent, the situations are more
realistic. I've come a long way in
one year." Lorraine Yee agrees, '~I
could have just read from a book,
which I didn't . . . you do overcome shyness a bit, it helps you
open up more." On the subject of
Popki n, the s t udents were
unanimous. "She's interested in
"students. It really helps to have a
teacher that's dedicated."
With Professor Popkin on
. fellowship leave next year, ProfessorKatherine .Le Mee will.coordinate and 'supervise the Dartmouth
program. "I may travel back to
Dartmouth and visit my colleagues
there," says Popkin, who will be
preparing a research package of the
materials she has formulated while
using and adapting the model.

•
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TakingIt To TheStreets
By Erin Blackwell

Euzene Lovick, 25, a senior majoring in Sociology, agreed, "It's
Outside the .Museum of like we always laugh at the tourists
American Folk Art on West 53rd when they come here and they're
Street, car horns sounded in the looking up in the sky at all the
busy midday traffic.
buildings and going to all the
, "The purpose was to get people places, but I think we miss out
out of the classroom and into the when we don't do that also.
city," said Dr. Glenn Petersen, Because I've been living here most
Associate Professor of An- of my life and it's like I just started
thropology, of his experimental doinz this, which is a shame. "
ANT 3071 class. "Like -today, a
Funded by the Association of
subway would be faster, but I think
it's nice for people to have that ex- American Colleges. Qualit y in
perience of seeing what 3 crazy Liberal Learnin s , the course
place New York City is in the mid- designed by Petersen explored the
idea that art and science are. in his
dle of the day."
Petersen and his twelve students words. "o\erlapping. integrated.
have .spent their class time this term not two different things."
Lovick agreed, "I think that
going to museums.
"It was really a thrilling and science is art and art is science. You
stimulating experience," confided can't really have that split in terms
Rosina Dickson, a mature junior of the creative and the practical.
majoring in English, "to be able to You know, because you 'can be
go and see first -hand what we were creatively practical, or practically
being taught, instead of, for exam- creative. You don't have to be:
- ple, looking at a slide or being told 'Well, I'm practical', which is
something I hear a lot of from peowhat it looked like."
Warren Silver, 21, a senior in ac- ple "in the Business School like
counting, remarked, "'I'm used to business is practical, while social
sitting in a classroom and just stu- science, which is the field that I'm
dying textbooks, but this was total- in, is impractical. And I don't think
so. There's no separation."
ly different, very enjoyable."
Term projects by the students of
Annette Carboni. 21, a junior
ANT307J will be on view during on
majoring in advertising, said the
intimate wine and cheese session
class had given her "an awareness
Thursday, May 26. from 1 J 10
of New York City as a world city,
3 in the Sociology Department.
'that I'd never had before."
!
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As see" on:
The Toaev Show
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t.est Word

SURVIVAL
GAME
has arrived in NeW" York!!
FA$CINATINGL y REF~ECTIVE

Our new slogan is IIWorid Beyond Musical Bounds"
The logo is a globe with the N.Y .C. skvline inside

- Team against Team
- The Hunt and the Hunted
- Confrontation and Retreat
- Action and Reaction

and a musical staff with IIWBMB 590 AM"
across the globe~
".-Tee~shirtsare available in both short sleeve (at $6.00)
and baseball (at $8.00) styles.

CHALLENGING

•

EXHILARATING

StopbyWBMB
/ (360 Park Avenue South in the basement)
to place your order ~y May 13th.

Swift or slow, male or female, street wise or country, bring to the Game
and take from it experiences that make it exciting, different and truly
memorable.

For further information contact:

The National Sur/iva! Game of New York
16 Dakin Avenue
Mt. Kisco: New York---10549
(914) 241-0020

INTEllECTU Al
SOFTWARE
PRESENTS

Score
High

onthe
by Jonathan D. Kantrowitz,
J. D., Harvard Law School

Comprehensive computer-assisted instruction, teaturing automatic timing, scoring.
branching, extensive analysis
and documentation.

Apple. IBM PC disks:
$195.00
Available exclusively from:

r~J

Queue. Inc.

5 Chapel Hill Drive
Fairfield, CT 06432
1-800-232-2224 or

(203) 335-0908

o

STUDENTS!
MAKE MONEY
THIS SUMMER
ALL YEAR ROUNDl
• High Earning Potential
• Set Your Own Hours
• Part or Full Time
• Get Others to Work
• Be Involved with an
Exciting New Weight Loss,
Health and Fitness Program
• Ground Floor Opportunity.
• Year Round Income. '
• No Door to Door Selling.
• No Geographical
Restrictions
• Prestigious,
Public Company

NEW!! ~E~:!~S~A! ~h~o~!. £~ UI S1~S~R~~~~I~ 165
.'~' .,~,~

25.245 TONS PANAMA REGISTRY
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-4 SUMPTUOUS MEALS DAILY· FULL"'CASINO
·SLOTS, ROULffiE, BLACKJACK, CRAPS. ETC.
-ALL DECK SP{)RTS - SALT WATER POOL
-2 CABARET SHOWS NIGHTLY
-LIBRARY - 2 ORCHESTRAS & DISCO
-DAILY MOVIES - DUTY FREE SHOP
• CARD ROOM - GYMNASIUM - SAUNA
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Overnight Cruise $85)120
2 Night Fantasy Cruise $165. 1365
3 Night Fantasy Cruise $195. 1495
4 Night Nova Scotia $260. 1695
4 Night Bermuda 1380. 1695
5 Night Bermuda 1495.1795

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
2 NIGHT NOWHERE

Call: Dennis Shevack,
National- Sales Director
Fit For Life, Inc.
(212) 357·6130
(516) 829·9200

GROUP RATES
AVAILABLE FOR:
• FUND RAISING • SOCIAL & FRATERNAL
• BUSINESS
• EMPlOYEE GROUPS
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FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
Which side an You on?
Women', Press CoUedh'e
Needs FaD aDd
Part Time V oIuDteen
Publicizin. efforts towards
economic justice for
low-income worken.

IDteniew AppUcatJODS
Bela. Accepted Now!
Call P a ' " (112) ' " 1641
lor Jaterricw appolatlDeD.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
t

. -perenee or selling
required. Photomarketing finn
expanding in your

~
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TRAINEE

Up to $100 a day
part/full time
male/female. No ex-

-

cp.\..\.

BERMUDA

$99

$199

May 14, 21,31

May 16, 23, Sept. 6

·2nd. 3rd Person in Cabin Bocked by 3/15/13

2 NI-GHT NOWHERE

~99

May 14, 21,31

BERMUDA

$299

May 16, Sept. 6
June 6. 13. 20

• 2nd. ';led Person in Cabin Booked lIT JJ:ul/aJ

VISTA TRAVEL SERVICE INC.
3 , 0 G"'EENWICM ST

.,

NEW YORI(. NEW YOAK 10013

(212) 285-1431

area. Management
positions open.

Write: UPP Box 60-8

~

Covina. CA 91793
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I Gave at the Office
By Eva Baranowski.

Innovation, infiltration and industrialization are words characteristic of corporate transition. An IBM Selectric is
transformed into a Wang word processor.
- Another office worker becomes obsolete.
Depreciation is not the cause; automation is
the reason. Such are the concerns con,sidered in The Department, a new play-at
the Theater for the New City, 162 Second.
Avenue.
This comedy by"Barbara Garson is sponsored by Women Office Workers (WOW),
an organization attentive to the working
conditions of female. office personnel.
Automation is the latest plan considered
by the bank in which the Department is
chosen to be the test case. It is here that we
enter the typical world of oface workers.
As usual, the Department is dominated by
women since according to personnel, "men
will not work for $138 per week.',' ...These
women gripe about their duties to manage-ment, but never seem to finda good enough
reason to put a stop to this conduct. They
are socially aware of their situation, but
politically immature.
Their work is accomplished with relative
efficiency, but the call for higher levels of
output spurs Michael, a heartless junior executive (played by Scott Wakefield with the
right amount of corporate ascendency enthusiasm) to infiltrate the Department.
You see, it is his plan to design a new program which will out-innovate the one produced by the consulting firm hired by the
bank. So, instead of "cha-cha-chaing" to
the Caribbean, he pounces on the Department in drag and leopard skin.
As Michael/Michelle spies on the Department's work performance, these women
mistakenly surmise that one of their own is
the s~ in question. The
interrogate
Jessica (Jessica Bloom), a
strated union
organizer who has been sent. 0 the Depart-

ment for distributing WOW leaflets while
singing Christmas carols in a Santa Claus
outfit. This all leads one to ask what will be
the cost to women for recognition in the
work force.
The Second Industrial Revolution has
taken its toll on the rest of these women as
well. They find themselves in the Department due to re-distribution, replacement by
a machine or questionable demotion. They
represent 'a humanity that is rapidly dissolving from the American corporate scene.
Each of them has the chance to be chosen
Ms. Median, a title reserved for the
"average" office person who's reward is to
become the first employee to try out a new
and improved machine. Michael/Michelle
is selected and willingly subjects herself to
the health hazards of the apparatus. (She
believes that this demonstration will
authenticate his efficiency findings) With
goggles in place, she is at the mercy of all
uncontrollable efficiency giant. _Autornais definitely dangerous for one's health.
Through the manipulations of Vi, (Vi
Torbett), one of the women workers and an
expert in the area of extramarital management relations, the bank merges and leaves
the Department automation-free. Automation may be unstoppable, but the "human
factor" has temporarily pulled its plug.
Most of the clerical roles are performed
by members of WOW. Thei-r inexperience is
evident, but it does not lessen the intent of
the play. Instead, it adds credibility to their
lines.
--L The
"positions over people" theme is
convincingly and comically presented, but
perhaps not with the right amount of el'li
phasis. The underlying tone of the play suggests that women will have a tough time in
this changing corporate world, if, even
before they have a chance for advancement,
they've already been replaced by a machine.
The Department runs through5//5
Tickets are free. 254-1109.
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Rotter.. . On The Rialto
By Bill ~U~y

\

George Bernard Shaw ~ said, "contemporary drama is bland, commercial and
timid." It is sad to note that in over six
decades, nothing has really changed. If one
looks on the boards today, there is one
word that immediately comes to mind:
FLUFF. Most of our current offerrings are
exceedingly weak. Even worse, they don't
try to have a bite to them. Much of the
blame can be placed at the producer's feet,
who fears that a truly potent pice of theatre
will keep the blue hair, as well as Mr. And
Mrs. Suburbia, away fr-om the box office.
There are a few decent shows around
however, which manage to cover an array
of topics very well. Agnes of God, for example, touches upon religion and pits faith
against reason, bringing both ideologies
under the operating lamp for close examination. Amadeus also touches,
although lightly, upon religion, and the irresistable power of hatred. There are also
far too many clinkers, Foxfire, Whodunnit, Steaming, n, and Twice Around The
Park, just to name a few. The dramatists
guild reports that some 3000 plays are
published every year; surely there must. be 5
or 6 within that group, more potent than
the present offerings.
The situations with" our musicals are even
worse. Few and far between are those pieces
which manage to both entertain and still
have some meat to them. A few old "standbys are still around. Evita can still be intellectually stimulating; and informative.
Michael Bennett's A Chorus Line, which
just might run forever, has lost some of its
polish, but still triumphs over anything else
playing on the rialto.
Take a good look at the musicals of last

Will: woohll by wit, not wiles
,.

All's Not Well
By. Erin Blackwell

Our strident heroine Helena, written
without an ounce of fey in her is played by
Harriet Walker as a young Tammy Grimes
sucking butterscotch candy-husky, sticky,
yucky.
Winsome and witless, -Walker
registers neither intelligence nor sensuality".
A girl guide with adenoids.
Phillip Franks as Bertram, the -feckless,
highborn hunk she sets her cap on, has apparently been encouraged in the belief that
blondeness and v~or are all. Strictly BBCTV quirky young reading man.
\) Margaret Tyzack deserves mention for
the thorough lack of conviction or even interest with which she impersonates Bertram's mother. She has several times the
task of expressing profound love for the'
young couple, and uniformly declaims it
like an order for the milkman. Maybe she's

The Trevor Nunn version of All's Well
That Ends Wefl should be no one's introduction to Shakespeare. Newcomers to
the Bard will come away from the
beauteous Martin Beck Theater thinking
old Will a heavy-handed fantasist; born to
write silent melodramas, but cursed with a
self-conscious, overly wordy prose style
learned from the unread back pages of
discouragingly long Russian novels literally
translated. No one would ever guess from
this production that Shakespeare is
language. That's how wrong what's going
on up on that stage is.
This romance of alienation about a
woman who woos a man by wit, not wiles,
and wins him against his will, is a fairy tale
for the ' 80s.
Someone at the, Royal' - too bus)' playing stature and indicating ennui.
.
.
Shakespeare Company apparently sensed.
Stephen Moore provides welcome
this, butN'unn's every directorial choice
spirited comic relief as Parolles, a bit of
moves away from implicit sexual and social
Falstaff
to Bertram's Henry. A genuinely
relevance. This complicated fantasy, splenelegant fool, his clowning never manages to
didly vulgar and doggedly allergic to sentitranscend entertainment to revelation. He
ment, is the antithesis of still-lingering Vicdistracts
us from the less likable Bertram
torian mores. Inexplicably, Nunn sets All's
but he fails to illumine the younger man as
Well at the turn of the century, effectively
his
victim. translating Masterpiece Theatre onto the
Any criticisms of the actors is like their
stage-immaculate production values,
performances:
drowned out, overshadowed
linear dynamic, crisp, smug regression to
by, and lost in the general wrongthe glory days of the Empire intact.
headedness of John Gunter's piteously
The actors behave as jf they were playing
literal settings. Like a bad hybrid of Harold
Chekhov, which effectively denudes the
Prince and Franco ZeffereIli, a cinematic
" piece of all bite and self-mockery, because
realism
distends the playing space, steals
the English like to play Chekhov as an argufocus, and attenuates whatever tension
ment for keeping the monarchy. They
happens
to build between principals. This is
speak their speeches like impediments to
a prod uction for people who like being
plot or overwritten subtext, embalming the
tricked into seeing and feeling their
verse with unmotivated, enervating pauses
Shakespeare; instead of hearing and sensing
before, and spitfire delivery without a nod
him.
.
to sense during. They act like they're
Martin Beck Theater, 45th and Broadashamed an Englishman had ever been a
way. ,
poet.
.,

.,
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Cats: escaped the critics' claws

season and this one. and chances are, you
will burst into laughter or tears. Marlowe~
The Little Prince, Is There Life After High
School, A Doll's Life~ Rock and Roll: The
First SOOO Years, and Alice in Wonderland
are hardly worth mentioning. At least,
Their flaws became universally -known and
each was a financial flop. But look at the
others, the so-called hits:
Dream Girls - sorry, Bennett, you
missed on this one. This "histroical
account of the Supremes" is staged
well and there are good performances,
but the score. is simplistic and redundant. The music sounds like sorne-

thing from WBLS, or- wKTU, and the
lyrics are even worse, bordering
on illiteracy. Bennett tries to compensate by giving us beautiful costumes and miking up the stage, but
the end result -is that the theatregoer
walks out, not only bored, but deaf.
Woman Of The Year - the only thing
worse than the easily forgettable book
and score was the so-called star herself.
Lauren Bacall, that time-ravaged
sauroid, cannot sing, dance or act on the
musical comedy stage. I suggest she stick
to coffee commercials.
Joseph And The Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat - a title like this should tip
you off from the start. This is te gar- .
bage. The whole entire production is so
overrated, sophomoric, and pathetically
stupid, one would almost like to jump
up on stage and redirect these people.
(That's if they were directed a first time,
I have my doubts.) Right now the show
stars David' Cassidy. And don't kid
yourself, this boy, with little work, will
someday share that same' type of respect
in the acting world as Sylvester Stallone.

a

Merlin - the magic is fantastic; now if
only Henning could make the whole
show disappear. The book really isn't
about Merlin at all, but rather a secondrate magician and his fight against a car-toon character of a queen. Bring the
kids, they'll have to explain to you
what's going on.
My One and Only - Gershwin Tunes,
polished dancing, even more polished
performers, but the backbone to any
show is still it's book" and" that sorely
lacks here. One not only doesn't care if
Twiggy will accept Tune, but can't
blame her for not doing so.
Dance a Little Ooser - Too bad, scenery
alone can't carry a show. This musical
version of Idiots Delight has one minor
flaw. It's all idiot and very little delight.
Insulting and cutting? Perhaps, but I feel
I'm justified. This Is my last critique for
The Ticker and I would have loved to written nothing but raves. I really would have
liked to have written a piece. that described
nothing but a great intellectual, uplifting
surge in quality in our theatre, but that just
isn't the case.
.
.:
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Various Vinyl
By Louie "ScOop" Bastone

-shake hands with Mr. -Happy. "
,
In a related story, Robin admitted that he
never, as he put it, "drilled" Pam Dawbar,
Mindy in the T. V. show Mork and Mindy.
Robin madethis known when he told the
newsboy in the last skit of the album. This
skit was. funny but also had a clear point
that Robin wanted to get across. He suggested that we fight. wars with comedy and
instead of land mines we should _ use
whoopee cushions.
.
As Robin was leaving, he offered the
newsboy a tip. The newsboy refused, but
gave Robin, this insightful tip:" Joke them
if they can't take it fuck, O.K.?"

Lou Reed: Legendary Hearts
(RCA AFL 1-4568)

Long .Lioethe Deadl
By David Lubin

The name Grateful Dead conjures up images of hippies with long hair and tie-dyed
tee-shirts, flowers and beads, marijuana
and acid rock; even the name the Grateful
Dead was composed under the influence of
drugs. Yet they were the first band from the
underground to become a massive and
highly successful institution. They were also
one of the few bands from the psychedelic
era to become a -eornmercial success.
Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, and Ron McKernan(more commonly known as Pigpen,
who died in 1972 following a series of
operations for stomach and liver ailments)
started playing together in 1964 as Mother
McKree's Uptown Jug Champions, a West
Coast jug band. Nobody wanted to hear a
jug band so they became an electric blues
band and changed their name to the
Warlocks. lntially the Warlocks played
rock'ri' roll but gradually under the influence of a cl:fnsciousness expanding drug

called LSD their music took on less conventional forms. They became the house band
for The Acid Freaks and Merry Pranksters~'
who hung out at the Ken Kesey corral in
LaHonda. The group was the first of
countless Bay Area rock bands to combine
jam sessions with drug taking, a technique
that went on for several years during the
hippie era under the collective name of the
Acid Tests. During one of these countless
trips, Garcia took out an Oxford dictionary. He opened it up and his eyes
became fixated on two words juxtaposed
together, grateful dead, while the rest of the
words were just blotches of black. From
then on the group was christened the
Grateful Dead.

In June of '66 the group moved to the
Haight-Ashbury area of San Francisco and
before long their reputation, which had
already begun to spread among 'the
underground, took on major proportions.
They .played at local clubs but more often
performed free at hippie gatherings. Their
music was highly amplified, but beneath the
ear-spliting sound were intricately changing
patterns that in a single number ran the
gamut from hard rock to country to folk to
Indian raga and other variations. They
played marathon sets of 2 to 5 hours duration. Each concert was more than a concert, it was a total experience, it was a way
of life.
April 17 at the Byrne Meadowlands Arena, the Dead once again proved that there
is nothing like one of their concerts. A
Dead concert is probably one of the longest
'concerts you'll ever see, this one lasting
about four hours. The Dead are also unique.
in the fact that they are the only band I
know of that go out

on stage without a song

list. What they do is' Garcia and Weir
reciprocate picking songs and this pro-'
. cedure goes on for the entire evening. The
songs that they picked that nigat were truly
classics. After the opening number, We
Will Survive, (which is very appropos for a
band that is still rocking since 1965 they'
played an old Willie Dixon tune, Little Red
Rooster. If one closed his eyes during this
number, you could imagineyourself sitting
in a smoke-filled, sweaty crowded bar
listening to a mesmerizing, tantalizing blues
band. The Dead, like many other rock
bands, had their early influences formed
mainly from the blues, as this number clear/'

Continued on Page /3

Four Live Ones
By Deborah Erickson
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I recently had the chance to interview the
Del-Lords, an up and coming band that's
going places fast. They've been playing
around town (Folk City, The Brooklyn
Zoo, CBGB's Peppermint Lounge) as well
as the Left Bank in Mt. Vernon and My
Father's Place in Roslyn. The Del-Lords
combine enthusiasrnxralent and high energy
for a driving rock and roll experience that's
pure fun. They know how to grab an audience and keep them bopping and begging
for more.
Almost all of their songs are originals,
written by lead man Scott Kempner of
former Dictators fame. Some of the best
tunes were recorded on a demo last month
during a brief Mid-Western tour.
The Del-Lords are a refreshing change
from all the "synthe-pop" music around.
Their lyrics and music are honest and catchy. The band consists of Scott Kempner
(lead guitar, vocals), Frank Funaro
(drums), Manny Caiati (bass, vocals), and
Eric Ambel (rhythm guitar, vocals).

D: "How did you come up with the name
Del-Lords?"
S; "Del Lord was the producer of the Three
Stooges, a comedic genius. We've always
liked bands with a sense of humor."
D "Who writes your songs?"
.
S: "I do, pretty much. I usually write at
home on accoustic guitar, then we come in
and do them. "
D; "How do you guys feel about that?"
M: "Just fine. This band formed around
Scott's songs."
D: "Is that what you do mostly during the
day, Scott?"
. S: "I've been writing all my life, but I've
really only been writing successfully since
1970-1979, after the Dictators broke up .. It
was a big change for me. I started playing
with an old friend of mine. Helen Wheels.
After a few months with her, I started
thinking about being able to sustain a band
as a guitar player and songwriter. The more
confident I got, the better I seemed able to
do it. Now I just do it all the time. I look at
everything I do in my life with a third eye,
as a way of turn it into a song. "
M: "I was playing with Helen when Scott

,

~'-:',

~

...

Three songs on this album catch my interest. The first is the title cut, Legendary
Hearts. When I first heard this song I didn't
now if there was something wrong with my
record player, or the record, or whatever.
The song starts off with a kind of humm. ing, then stops. Then it hums again, then
stops again. Then-Lou Reed starts singing.
The tune is mellow but not dull if you are in
the mood to relax or shoot up.
~
This song, like most on the album, seems
to deal with gloomy, sometimes morbid
aspects of life. But Lou Reed tries not to
make like he's shocked by these occurrences
.and he talks about them in an off-handed,
sometimes pessimistic way. Like this segment from the song Legendary Hearts:
<'Romeo oh Romeo
Wherefore art thou Romeo
He's in a car or at a bar
or during his blood with
an impure drug
He's in the past and srems .
10 be 'lost forever. "
Don't Talk To Me About Work is
another song worth list 'ning to. It's more
upbeat, but still not ove ly aggressive. The
song deals with some of the negative
realisms of work:
<<How many dollars
How many sales
How many liars
How many tales
How many insults ust you
.,. take
in this one life. "
The third catch song is Martial Law, a
song about two
ps who use their authority and declare martial law in an attempt to
stop a couple from fighting. The freeflowing beat sweeps the listener into being
interested in the well-written lyrics.
The rest of the album lacks any real impact, but these three songs might have
enough impact to carry the rest of the
album.
I

Robin Williams:
Throbbing Python Of Love
(Casablanca Record and Filmworks.
422- 81150 1M-I)
This album does not show Robin
Williams at his best. There is nothing really
"intensely funny that had me busting with
laughter, although a lot of his jokes evoked
snickers. One of the best acts that he did
was an imitation of Elmer Fudd singing
Bruce Springsteen's Fire. It was weawy,
weawy, twuwy dewightjuh.
Robin Williams also talked about subjects that come up frequently in people's
lives. He summed up the hair-raising topic
of-puberty by saying "Puberty is when you

T~

. Lou jfeed: no shock-

~\

Uncle Floyd:
The Uncle Floyd Show Album.
(Mercury. 422-81 1 l4~ 1Ml)
Uncle Floyd's first album is a mix of
music and comedy in which the music
usually dominates in being more entertaining. The music consists mainly of happy
sounding piano playing and singing by Uncle Floyd, starting" with Uncle Floyd's
Theme from his T.V. show. September in
the Rain also puts you in a giddy mood.
The funniest skit on the album is probably Pasqule's Pizzeria. This consists of
two characters conversing with Italian, accents. In this skit, Mrs. .Jambologna tells
Pasquale that her daughter's getting married:
Pasquale asks. "Ho wold isa Carmella 2"
Mrs. Jambologna replies: "Shesa fortyseven years old. "
then Pasquale says, "Oh why she wanna
rush into marriage like a crazy girl?"
"Eh, whattaya goona do?" says
Mrs. Jambologna.
Some of the humor might be annoying to
some, like the Dull Family singing There's
No Business Like Show Business. This
starts out with slow, monotonous singing
which after about a minute is followed by
slow, monotonous music. It might be annoying to some, but I thought it was pretty
funny. Sometimes however, my primitive,
unsophisticated taste dominates my usually
sophisticated wit. This album is definitely
for the caveman at heart.

DeI-I.ortls: minus two

came along, and he expressed what I felt
and wanted to hear."
E: "I'd been playing with Joan Jett's band,
and I was giving my everything, doing my
best-sbut it was still like I was only part of
, a back-up band. I like Scott's style."
D: "I really like how you alternate the lead
vocals on- your songs. I was surprised by it
the first time I saw you."

M: "Part of a live band has a to be personality. "
S: "It always seems funny to me that we're
different. .Nobody sat down and thought
about it; It's just something we do. I
always liked the way the Beach Boys had
three or four lead singers in a song. That
was my idea of a band that sang."
Centinued on Page 13
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My Mother the Star
By Bob Davts
And the envelope, please....
The winners, for outstanding representation of women in an ~intentionallylimited
series are: My Mother The Car, The Ugliest
Girl In Town, and Mrs. Columbo,
all real titles and all typical representations
of the roles women have been induced to
play on T.V.
My Mother. The eat., starring Ann
Sothern as a talking car (a 1928 Porter), was
a .commercial attempt at Mediocrity. It
failed. because it just wasn't mediocre
enough. Uniqueness, however, it did
possess - which explains the cult following
Mother now enjoys (17 yeafs after her last
oil change).
. Mother' had .all thecernedlc essentials.
The moron son-gets seated behind the steering wheel-arid WHAM! the car begins to
speak. Naturally the car only speaks to him
because "it's -the reincarnation of his very
.dead ·-,mom. This glamorous role was
"originally offered to Joan Collins who most
honorably declined for. fear of typecasting.
M~ all-time favorite, episode will always remain: "M"IJ1my. Loosens Her Lug-Nuts."
'TJ:te Ugliest Girl In Town was a male star
(PeterKastn~~)dr.essed in women'S:c1othing
. (an early edition of Bosom Buddies). The
. star's brother was a photographer, who
..'- 'took, pictures of an important female
- model. The pictures; well they were
destroyed. SQ, the male (female) star, in
desperation, <succumbs to his brother's
wishes-and - you guessed- it! - he (she) looks
lavish in ladies apparel. The pictures came
out well and he (her) became a top fashion '.
-model. Perplexed but undaunted, he (she)
- continually had to prove his (her) manhood
(womanhood). It loved a girl in London
and.. .. Anyway, by the time .all this was
figured out. the show was cancel~
-And dare one forget Mrs, Columbo (Kate
Mulgrew), She had the supreme distinction
. of being Mr. Columbo's wife. The
character was merely an .extension of the
"

~.

~

role created by her husband. Her jobprivate snoop, just like her hubby. Columbo (Peter Falk) always spoke about his wife
but she was never: seen on 'camera. Where
producers trying to tell us that women
should be heard from but not seen. Well,
Mrs. Columbo, upon revealing herself to
the public, resulted in her instant cancellation.
Females, that minority of 52010, have had
difficulty gaining acceptance, until recently,
as something more than a laughing stock
for the taunting and teasing jokes of their ~
male counterparts. This stereotyping has
made women secondary citizens on the airwaves and has also created tremendous barriers for them to overcome - barriers in the
guise of media puppets (raggedy roles &
fuzzy formulas).
Male dominance (according to Nielson
Ratings) was the rule until the 1970's. With
the exceptions of I Love Lucy, Hazel, Bewitched, and December Bride, a show with
a female lead had not been able to reach the ('
"Top Ten" in the television ratings war.
Now approximately half of the top echelon
programming belongs to women-oriented
shows. The past few years -have seen the
likes of these ratings winners: Maude, The
Mary Tyler Moore Show, Rhoda, Police
Woman~ Laverne and Shirley, Charlie's
Angels, One Day At A Time, etc. . . .
Today's T. V. women tend to be more ag- .
gressive, progressive, more self-sufficient
and more geared towards intellectual
lifestyle. However, most programs (particularly sit-coms) still represent women as
cartoon characters required to express silly
facial manipulations and utter silly oneliners. But, men and women alike are learning to accept the new" Ladies Of Life" and
even overlook many of their television
shortcomings.
.
The distorted distinction still haunting
most women, though, is that they are merely beautiful, simple-minded beings whose
heads serve the sole purpose of completing
their perfectly proportioned bodies.

Grateful Dead
Continued from Page 12
Iy proved. Playing such a great tune so early
in the evening could have only mean one
thing- the Dead were about to put on an excellent show. During this first set, they performed such classics as Must Have Been the
Roses, Cassidy, Shadow Box, and Big
Rai/road Blues. They were definitely in top
form that night because on every number
they did there were really nice guitar solos
and the rhythm section provided a very
tight and solid background to match.
The second set opened with a famous
Deadesque-Slipknot into Franklin's Tower
(Roll A way the Dew), straight off of the
Blues for Allah album. This was followed
by a highly pro-ERA, pro-woman song by
Bob Weir entitled The Woman Are
Smarter. This proved to be a great singalong song, as the audience sang loud and
strong. Then Bob Weir asked everyone to
give a nice round of applause for their guest
of the evening, Stephen Stills (yes, the Stills
of the. famous Crosby, Stills, Nash, and
Young), who carne out' wearing jeans, a
white shirt and a brown vest. Then, with
Stills leading the Dead, they broke into
Love The One You're With, one of the all
time great rock'n'roll hits. The crowd sure
appreciated this number, which was a great
surpnse.
Then they performed a great Dead Tune,
Play'in in. the Band. After several minutes
of this song, Brent Mydland, the keyboardist, left the stage. Soon Phil Lesh, the
bassist, left, to be followed by Weir and
Garcia respectively.
All that was left
onstage were the two drummers, which
could only mean one thing-it was time for
Space. This song consists of about 20
minutes of-Mickey Hart and Bill Kreutzman
beating expertly on a whole array of various

drums and tom-toms. It is truly an amazing
exhibit of mastership. Then the other
members began to walk back onstage to
Jam out, following the lead taken by Hart
and Kreutzman. This soon led back into
Play'in in the Band, and the Dead were
once again joined by Stephen Stills.
Towards the end of the song, each member
began to walk offstage again. Soon all that
was left was 20,000' fans chanting the
chorus of the song. They came back to perform the classic song to end all classics
performances-Brokedown Place; "all the
birds that were singing are flown except you
now, gone to leave this Brokedown Palace
on my bands and on my knees I will roll,roll, roll, ..... "
,
As the bumper sticker on the back of a
Deadhead's car will tell you, (a Dead Head
is a loyal follower of the band) "I'd rather
be at a Grateful Dead concert." And how
true it is! Although there are only six officially released live Dead albums, there ar
many more (and I mean many more
bootlegs of the band available, and that'
because there really is nothing like a
Grateful Dead concert. To see a Dead show
is truly an experience that should riot be
missed.

Del-Lords
Continued from Page 12
D: "It seems -like you all get along pretty

well. Do you?"
F: "These guys are great, man: Now that
we're all in a central location-practicing
here (The Music Building in the garmentdistrict) every day, it's good."
s: "You have to get along. We see each

. Gunther Gebel-Williams: plaYjng with pussy cats

Boffo'Big Top!
By Erin Blackwell

Ladies and gentlemen, children of all ages.
-The ringmaster
Everything about the circus is modified.
The greatest show on earth features. the
giant globe of. death, Otto, the Amazing,
amusing animal antics, the collosal Carillo
Brothers, treacherous Siberian and Bengaltigers (19-count'em-19)"' and the
fabulous, fearless Fowlers. Stunts performed tempt fate, or are death-defying.
The adjectives need have' nothing to do
with the content of the act; arguably, they
are not even terribly effective hype. What
(hey are is silly, fun, pleasurable and
outlandish, the stuff of Marvel comics. In
this, they are not misleading: the 11 Jth

Ringling Brothers] Barnum and Bailey Circus is a truly ~arve!lous two and half
hours ..
. It helps if you ~e a kid, or know one
who'll take you.
ids understand the cirCUs; they will it int being; eventually their
wonder will pull you ong, and you'll be
taking the tigers in stri
as in, "Of course,
there are tigers."
)
In addition to the ,~t~'gers who the muchhyped Gunther GebeI-WiJI· :lms displays like
so many pussy cats,
ere are a score of
sweet elephants, two dozen high-strung
horses -that Gunther transforms into an
organic carousel, a baboon in red overalls
who rides a motorcycle, little dogs that
jump through hoops held by toy poodles,
other just about every day and night, and
we're on the road in a little van."
F: "We all like the same kind of music."
D: "Like what?"
M: "Anything that's good."
S: "Mostly American rock n' roll, I'd say.
Springsteen... ' ,
E: ~'Coasters, Drifters, Smokey Robinson,
Fats Domino."
M: "Rhythm and blues, country westerntraditional country western .. .like Johnny
Cash, Hank Williams."
S: "Fifties and Sixties, the usual ...things
that were honest and had some soul to
.them. Things that really came from the
. heart. If the feeling was true them, it still
comes through. That's what we try to do. I
believe in it."
D: "Is it fun playing? You really look like
you're enjoying yourselves."
S: "Absolutely. It's the total reward for
everything."
.
E: "You know, we feel we've really just
come together in the past month or so, since
the tour."
D: "When you were in Missouri, you
played like three sets a night, right? It
must've been grueling."
S: "Yeah, it was."
M: "It was great."
D: "The aud.ence must've loved it,
though."
.
E:. "¥eah, pretty soon everybody started
warming up, dancing."
M: "t think it's good for a band like us to

wolfhounds who slide down a ladder-oh,
the list is endless.
"Perhaps due to the presence. of Mr.
Williams, the focus is on animals. There are
also two gentlemen who ride motorcycles in
vertical circles in the globe of death, Dolly
Jacobs, the empress of the air, who touches
her head with her feet while hanging from
the rings, the flying Espaffas, an excellent
aerial act, several teeter-board artists, and
of course, the clowns. And there is a winning sense of humor throughout which only
rarely lapses into hamminess.
Nevertheless, the circus does exhibit the
inevitable strain of a traditional form of
entertainment in the electronic age. The
essence of a circus routine is the mastery by
an individual of his or her physical
universe. Human size, shape, limitations
and superiority to other animals is the
theme on which variations are played. In
. ·1983, after Pac-man made the cover of
Time as thing of the year, any fotrn which
makes the human being itsmeasure is an
endangered species.
There is an enervatingly wide gap between the moog-syn thesized voice of the
Pink Panther (whose presence is a reminder
of the power of the electronic media) and
the reverend presence of an elephant. There
is an easy rhythm to the trapeze, a ponderous gravity in an elephant's headstand that
is seriously diminished by overamplified
music-by amplification at all.
'
Still, the· circus survives-s- venerable,
disarming, hectic, exhausting, scary, satisfying-a must.
>

i

be a bar band for a while. You have to
entertain, keep them going."
F: "It gets you used to working hard."
M: "It's real honest. '"'D: "Right. These people are out there and
. they're... "
S: "Close!"
F: "We can't wait to get on tour again. The
audiences were great. "
E: "The good thing about playing out there
is that people paid four bucks, instead of
like twelve and getting past a doorman who
approved your outfit. They came to rock
out. "
S: HAnd that's what it's all about."
D "You seem pretty certain you're going to
make it. .. "
S: "Well. anything that's ever been good,
and people have shown real perserverance
has made it. I can't think of any exceptions. And there's no turning back now.
Don't be late
for an important date,

One Act Plays
~R b~' studenfs
..

114."""··

presented b~'
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RogerMiller: Athlete a/the Year
This is the first in an annual
series that seeks to highlight the
best Baruch athlete in each sport,
during the past year.
Roger Miller, a six foot three
inch forward who goes right or left,
hits the open man, or the contested
jumpshot, rebounds and plays
defense is the Ticker Athlete of the
Year.
Miller who has played for the
Men's Varsity Basketball Team for
four years has been the catalyst
behind the Baruch team. In his
final season, statistically, -, Miller,
.displayed his ability to be an allaround player.
He holds school records for: the
most points in one game-42, most
free throws in one game-IS, most
free throws attempted-zn, most

has put it to use well, for the benefit
Miller. was named the Most
Valuable Player of the CUNY Con- of the team." Henry also praised
ference, and the Eastern Collegiate Younger's "mental toughness" and
(Division III),
Athletic Conference
team spirit. "Each year he has rais.....
and-in his four years has been nam- ed the level of his game," Henry
ed to several all tournament teams , said. "His exceptional desire to win
including the All-CUNY, three
continually motivates him to do
years in a row. Miller was also nabetter."
tionally ranked (16th) in Division
III in scoring during the past
FENCING
season.
Miller's accomplishments will
The Baruch Fencing team shownot be matched for some time ed us what they were made of as
especially in scoring (1st on the AII- they finished near. the top in their
time scoring list at 1540: pts.).· His division. The team, as a whole,
athletic ability and desire to w~' qualified for the NCAA Chammade Baruch a top contender fo
the past four years. Congratula- pionship series. As far as the star
fencers of the season go, they were
tions!
.
HONORA~LE

MENTION

SOCCER

)

Mark Younker capped a fine.
1982-83 season by being selected to'
the Metropolitan All-Star Team
. (selected from _~ew York and~
Jersey Division III players) fo
e
third consecutive time.
. A junior, Younker had his b t
year as a striker for Baruch's
Statesmen soccer. team, scoring 20
goals and notching seven assists.
.:~~/
.....",:.'\:0
His goal scoring mark is an all-time
Shelley Azumbrado
one season high for Baruch.
Younker, who will play his final Jmin Everth and Shelly AzumRoger Miller
season for the Statesmen in brado. According to Coach Ballsuccessful field goals in' one 1983-'84, has been described by inger, these were the outstanding
season-ZfO, most free throws at- Coach Tony Henry as "a rare members of the team. Juan ended
tempted in one season-261, most player with exceptional ability, who' his season as the best foil fencer as
free' throws made in one
he piled up an impressive record.
season-198, most points scored in
"I did "better than I thought I
one season-618, the best individual
would. L'm satified as to how the
scoring average in one season-zs, 7,
team did as well."
and also- the-mo~Sieals in one
. In fencing there are three types of
season-so. Miller also led the team
_ weapons: Foil,' Sabre, and Epee.
in free throw percentage-.749,
assists-lea, steals, points' 'scored,
, Theydifferin thesizeand weight of
playing time-921 minutes, and
each weapon as well as the size of
blocked shots-20. Miller was secthe target area. The objective: to
ond in rebounding at 150.
hit (touch) the opponent. Each of
Miller led the City University of
the four fencers in a competition
New York Basketball Conference
face each of the other four opin scoring and placed in the top
ponents.
twelve of every statistical category.
Shelly thought she "deserved the
Besides these accomplishmerrts,
Mark Younker

~

- By Manny Tavares
The Baruch tennis team has
bounced back from losing its first
five matches to win two out of their
last five. "The team is improving,"
says coach Floring Giuglescu:
After losing for the fifth time at
Purchase (2-7) on April 18, the
Statesmen gained their first victory
by trouncing Lehman 8-1 on April
20. The team's exhiliration was
• tempered somewhat by losses to
Juan Everth
Adelphi (l Y2-7~) and Pratt (3-6)
title. I ended with the most vic- on April 22 and 25 respectively.
tories, but that was mainly because
Giuglescu attributes the team's
the coach never put in a substitute resurgence to industry and
for me. My specialty was the foil, perserverence. "They worked so
hard, I thought I was going to kill
the one to one competition."
Both Juan and Shelly had fenced them," he said. The determination
long before they came to Baruch.' of the team is exemplified by Peter
Flynn, who plays in constant pain
- And they both had solid admiration with knees that must be wrapped
for the team's coach.·
before each match to prevent
dislocation.
.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Flynn and Mike Lewis are
"The best all-around player on
described by Giuglescu as "the
the team," is how Coach Rene most' consistent- players" on an
Biourd describes Stateswoman undermanned team. A postponevolleyball player Ducarmelle ment of the St. Francis match was
Desire. Desire has been an integral forced because Baruch: could not
part of Baruch's team since 1980.- field enough players.' Although the
Desire enjoys playing volleyball situation has improved since then,
because "it makes me feel good," some players still have to play extra
and points out that when she is matches to compensate for the
playing, everything gets shelved as -, shortage in manpower.
she concentrates entirely on the
In the Adelphi-Baruch engame.
counter, the last match was halted
A senior, Desire has played the in' progress by a 6PM' curfew placed
on Baruch's use of the Armory tenpositions of spiker and blocker on
the team, and was Captain of the nis courts. Each, team was awarded
States-women during their 1982 a half-point for the match.
Baruch's overall record now
campaign.
standsat 2-9, but Giuglescusaid he-'is not~iscouraged. "Llosr.the top four players from last year's team
Photos by:
and it takes two to three years to
G. V. Glover
develop a good team. So, I am not
discouraged."
The coach is
Profiles by: .
especially pleased with the team's
CUNY play since Baruch's two '
Joseph Fagan
wins have corne in conference matMichael Flanigan
ches. The Statesmen have a 2-3
CUNY record.
•
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Lllakos: I did It for faD.

•

By Lisa Rhodes

Teresa Lilakos, an up-per
sophomore and accounting major,
petite, with subtlety browned hair,
and lightly freckled skin, is Ms.
Baruch 1983. The contest, held on
May 4, was quite an experience for
her.
.
HI was so scared and nervous;"
she confided in a soft voice which
trembled from excitement just a
fewmiriutes after winning. HI
worked so hard."
The six other contestants included second place winner Karin
Dekie; third place winner. Denise
McInnis; fourth - place winner
Myrian Morero; and Lorraine Martinez, Thanaiya Evans, and
Adrienne Cadner, who each tied
for fifth place.

ding in the ba
y and pressed to
the' walls
Rhythms pounded
a . st the sound barrier.
Multicolored lights flashed upon
the stage, which glistened from the
reflection of the Ms. Baruch banner, lettered in gold. Swaying hips,
arms, and legs could be seen
erywhere, and beer cans laid in
the aisles. For students it was a party. To Teresa, it was much more.
"You set goals for yourself," she
explained, brushing her cheeks
lightly with small hands. "Ms.
Baruch symbolizes the school; the
place you work at, study at, where
your friends .are. It's an honor to
represent your school. " She paused
to think of words, trylng to explain
how it all began. "People talked me
into it. I was in it last year because I
wanted to, but they needed people
this year, so I did it for fun. I was
shocked to win."
The judges for the event were
Dean Connelly, of the School of
Lusiness; Harvey Jacks , of Compensatory Education and Maureen
Aherne, of the Re istrar's Office.
The contestants are judged in three
categories: bathing suit, talent, and
career attire.
Teresa feels the criteria for selec. ting Ms. Baruch is '.'fair," and "is
not exptoitive because we can
dance, and sing. There's nothing

auditorium-- was ·filled

wrong with showing' people what

beyond capacity' with students stan-

you can do." Of the bathing suit

The

.

compention, "it's not exploitive
because it's not nudity. It takes
discipline to look good, to be a
total woman,· body, spirit, and
soul. " For Teresa, the competition
was a source of pride. "You have
to present yourself in front of people. Hide your fear, and do your
best. "
She was upset, however, by the
students who attended. "The audience was very, very, rude," she
said, shaking her head. "They were
inconsiderate because ~ they had
their favorites. They made me feel
really bad about winning. They
booed. " Her voice still trembled
from nervousness, and from anger.
"What kind of respect is that?
They want what they want. What
kind of values do they have?
Everyone was rude."
Ano.ther point was of importance
to her. "If you look at the contest,
there were more minorities. I have
no opinion about that," she said,
using her hands for expression.
"Color has nothing to do with it.
Interests is the issue. Maybe. they
[the audience] thought color was
important, but not to me."
Her advice to next year's contestants was her own rule of thumb.
"If they want it, they have to put
their whole effort into it. Go after
it. Enjoy the show, the contest, the
competition. Have fun. That's
what it's all about."

.

.

The 1983 Superstars
up in the standing vertical jump.
Brown also tied for first in the
'ptiching (best of 10) event. This was
the major portion of his 41 point
total. The other events; of which
there were a total of eight, included: t~ice around Gramercy Park,
two laps in the swimming pool,
basketball free throw (best of 15)
and push ups. Kendis Locke, the
third place finisher with 36 points,
finished second and third in nearly
all the events.
Judging was tallied as follows: 10
points for a first place finish, eight
points for second, seven for third,'
ect. down to one point for ninth
a: place in an event. Ties resulted in
w
nine points for both winners. In
o this point distribution, it became
-> possible for a contestant to not win
o any event and still win the entire
contest.
Mitchell aDd Nemard: fittest of tbe fit
The winners were confident of
In a contest that measured for the bulk of her 40 points. But their performances. Mitchell, last
strength, speed, and agility, the an- the competition was extremely close
year's second place finisher, said,
nual Men's and Women's Superstar as a mere three points separated the
, 'I tried harder this year, even
competition attracted dozens of top three females. Runner-up in the though there proved to be more
students, all vying for the title of contest was Sau Tse with 38.5 competition. But I could have put
best all-around athlete ~ The Men's points; Suzette L. Campbell took in some more training. I though I
winner was Richard Nemard while third with a total of ~7 points. Tse had a good chance at winning the
Velina Mitchell took the Women's hit on 8 of 15 free throwsto win-her
title." Nemard did put in his time,
title. Not just a contest to see who only event but ~ished strong in commenting, "this is the event I
is the strongest or. fastest, this com- several other categories.as she just waited for all year. I knew I would
petition, which was sponsored by missed catching the winner. Camp- do well and felt there was a very
the Office of Intramural Activities, . bell , who must have the strongest good chance I could take the title."
takes into account many factors in stomach muscles of all Baruch
The rest of the individual winners
its judgement of all-around fitness. women, amassed an amazing 412 sit are as follows: Womenrope skippThere were seven events in which ups and did 140 leg raises to win ing Karen Alexander; one lap swim
women competed: rope skipping, those two events.
- Nohora Martinez. Men's section:
sit ups, .a one lap swim, one run
The final tallies of the men's Grammercy Park run - Victor Del
around Gramercy Park, the standcompetition were more spaced Rio; swimming - Wilbert A. Goning long jump, . basketball free
apart. Nemard put together his 46.5 zalez; basketball free throw - Julius
throw (best of 15), and leg raisers. points mainly on his wins in the Walls, Jr. and Chris McLeod; push
Mitchell took two events (the most bench presses at 100 lbs. (51), ups - Terence Brown; pitching
Gramercy Park run and the stand- and the standing long jump. He - William Bochner and C. Brown.
ing long jump) which accounted tied Cregland Brown, the runner- Brown).
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Bowlers Show
By Steve Stone

On the Sunday of May 1, our
bowlers finished their season by
losing to Cooper Union. They
. finished their season with a record
of 459 wins and 321 losses. Against
Cooper they ran into a team that
wanted revenge. All year long we
defeated them and they though it
was time to finally beat us, which
they did. Only Freshmen Mike
Miller and Steve Stone carne up
with some dencent scores. Miller
rolled a 200 while Stone bowled an
open free 205.
After last season's sixth place
finish, our bowlers came in third
place. On .the whole, it was an improved season. There were some
highs and lows during the season
and here is a .. recap of some of
them. (Highs)
Clark Harris who bowled three
consecutive 600series earlier in the
year and had the fourth highest
game bowled in the league with a
. 233. Mike Miller won a high game
trophy with a 256. Miller's 256 also
gave him another trophy for bowl':
ing a 250.game. Captain .Douglas
York finished the year with second
high game with a 245 and was naqted most valuable player by the
team. York also averaged 198 in the
Intercollegiate Championships in

Two Teams
Face Fall?
By James Kelly

Discussions will begin next fall
between Athletic Department officials over the viability of certain
school teams.
"The possibility does exist for
the termination of some teams,"
Dr. William Eng, Chairman of the
Athletic Department, says, adding,
"next fall we will 'be looking into
various teams that.we feel do not fit
the best interests of Baruch as a college.' ,
The two prime candidates for inspection are the baseball and tenni
teams.. both Of whom are 'struggling
at the moment. The tennis team has
a record of 2 and 9 while the
baseball team sports a 1 and 8
record.
"It is not the record we are concerned with but the morale that the
team generates among the Baruch
population," Eng 'contends. He
sights the problems of the baseball
team as a prime example. "The
location of our home field. Allev
Pond Park in Queens, is too far
away. Practices are hard to call"
because few players can make the
practice. And above all, interest in
the team is very low. It boils down
to the fact that we do not have the
facilities on campus to accommodate the team."
Dr. Eng sights the Volleyball
team which is generating a great
deal-" of interest on campus.
"That's because it is on campus
and we have the equipment to hold
such a match," Eng states.
Alfred Peredo, Director of
Physical Education, expresses his
doubts. "I doubt that we will
dismantle the teams mentioned. I
can not see it brewing any further
from where it is now."

Wallington, New Jersey. Stone, the
only feft-handed bowler on the
te~, finished the year, strongly by
a\{eraging 185 in the last 8 games.
St e also placed 18th in afield of
"
200 the Singles Championship
in
WalIi gton. ElliOt Weiss, who.
fihishe in 12tp in the same tournament,
d a dissappointing season.
Brian iller was hurt most of the
year.b t joined the team in January
and
lped put a lock on third
place. Ron Tropeano was a last
minute acquisition yet put together.
the second highest winning percentage on the team. Tracey York, the
only woman ever to bowl for
Baruch, .finished the year averaging
147. Some of the losses of the year
were due to the under-IOO
achievers. Elliot Weiss, Brian
Miller and Mike Miller all belong to
this club. Weiss' 97 and 383 was the
lowest series of the year, while M.
Miller's 95 and B.
Two of our bowlers will be leaving. Seniors Elliot Weiss and Ron
Tropeano are graduating. But: this
team will be very strong next year.
With 4 of the 5 starters returning,Baruch. will be tough to beat.
Junior Doug York, Sophomores
Tracey .York and Brain Miller,
Freshmen Steve Stone, Clark ~Har
ris and Mike Miller all return to
give Baruch a strong outlook.

Billyball,
Act Three
By Joan Chin

Billy is back! For the third time.
And for how long? We knew all
along that he tvas going to come
back, didn't we. George Steinbrenner did not have to go through all
that trouble of complicating other
people's lives, like Bob Lemon's
and Clyde King's. He did not have
to act like he did not care about Billy Martin - when all that time he
knew his big mouth, whims and
temper tantrums caused the
Yankees a shot at the championship:
The Yanlcees are filled up to the
walls with talented players. Where
should they play? There are only
nine positions to fill. For the 1983
Yankees, the positions are kind of
hard to, hand out. You see, one
day, Griffey will play first, then
Martin will have a fancy to play
Roy Smalley at first another day.
But let me give you an idea of how
a typical day for the Yankees is.
First base will be Ken Griffey
known for his big bat from the Cincinnati days. Second base belongs
to Roy Smalley, a guy who can do
everything. At shortstop we have
Andre Robertson. Third base is the
invaluable Graig Nettles. Over in
left field is big Dave Winfield.
Centerfield will contain Jerry
Mumphrey. Right field is Steve
Kemp. In the DH position is Don
Baylor. Rick Cerone and Butch
Wynegar will handle t~ catching.
The pitching staff of the Yankees
which used to be so powerful is
nothing. to cheer about. '
The Yanlcees we have been watching for the past fewweeks are not
the Yankees of the past.

